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 The Polar Regions
Welcome to the latest catalogue from Meridian Rare Books, devoted to the Polar regions and high latitudes. 
We are pleased to offer a range of books and ephemera. The catalogue contains a number of items by 
and about the Finnish-Swedish explorers A. E. Nordenskiöld, his nephew Otto Nordensjöld, and their 
associates, including publications in the original parts. 

I hope that you enjoy the selection of items on offer, but if you do not find titles for which you are currently 
looking, please send me details and I will let you know when copies come into stock.

Stuart Leggatt
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1. [Alaska.] Alaska Southeastern and Westward Souvenir Folder. W 
& P Co., n.d. c. 1915. £12
A leperello album of 22 coloured views, folding concertina-style into 
original printed wrappers with inset illusts. to front wrapper and a view of 
the Muir Glacier to the rear, missing the fold over flap, the wrappers with 
some fraying, the images in fine condition, posted from Alaska to Helsinki 
with cancels dated October 1915.
A nicely illustrated booklet of views, with images of Skagway, Sitka, 
Valdez, Seward, Douglas, Wrangell, and elsewhere.

2. [Amundsen, Roald.] Various Papers on the Projected Cooperation 
with Roald Amundsen’s North Polar Expedition. Kristiania: Grøndahl 
& Søns Boktrykkeri, 1920. £150
First edition. 4to. pp. [i], 27; one sketch map, 4 illusts.; very good in the 
original printed wrappers, minor discolouration, label removed from upper 
wrapper, a little creased.
AB 12562 (also with separate entries for each paper). Geofysiske 
Publikationer vol. 1, no. 4. Four papers, by Theodor Hesselberg, the 
Norwegian Geophysical Commission, Ole Krogness and Carl Størmer, 
relating to the establishment of observation stations and scientific work 
during the Maud expedition. 

3. [Amundsen, Roald. Postcard.] ‘Roald Amundsen 
Nordvestpassagen 1903-06 Nordostpassagen 1918-20.’ Eneret S. 
Gran, c. 1928. £35
A composite b&w image from an original by P. O. Moldenhauer, showing a 
silhouette of Amundsen’s head and shoulders against an image of the globe, 
the dates of his attainment of the North and South Poles, flanked by two 
Norwegian flags, two polar bears beneath the globe which is surmounted 
by the Norge; postally used (sent from Oslo and cancelled 5.X.28), a little 
soiled to recto.
Not in Wharton or Cheren & Grainger. A memorial card celebrating 
Amundsen’s achievements in the year of his disappearance.

4. Andersson, Johan Gunnar. ‘On the Geology of Graham Land’. 
An offprint from Bull. of the Geol. Instit. of Upsala, vol. VII. Uppsala: 
Almqvist & Wiksells Boktryckeri-A.-B., 1906. £150
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. [19]-71; diagrams and photo. illusts. to text, 

5 photo. illusts. on 3 plates inc. one folding, 3 folding maps; very good in 
the original printed wrappers, creased to upper wrapper, somewhat browned 
to margins of wrappers, previous owner’s inkstamp to upper wrapper. A 
presentation, inscribed from the author to upper wrapper (creased through 
the inscription).
Denucé 281; Spence 2080; Taurus 38; not in Renard or Rosove. Andersson 
was a member of Nordenskjöld’s Swedish Antarctic Expedition, 1901-4. 
The expedition quartered in Graham Land from January 1902 to November 
1903, when Andersson joined to complete the geological work. 

5. [Andrée, Salomon August. Trade card.] ‘Salomon August 
Andrée. Expédition en Ballon au Pôle Nord, 1892.’ N.p., n.d. c. 1910. £15
A chromolithograph trade card for Chocolat Meurisse, approx. 105 x 68 
mm., showing a team of observers viewing a balloon in the Arctic, inset 
portrait of Andrée, advertising text to verso, crease to one corner, else VG.
Serie 5519:2. A reward card celebrating Andrée’s disastrous attempted 
balloon flight to the North Pole in 1897 (not 1892, as stated by the card).

6. [Andrée.] Sven Haglund & Anders Angström. Andrée 
Mannen Med Vilja och Mod. Stockholm: Natur ock Kultur, 1930. £35
First edition. 8vo. pp. 284; port. frontis., illusts., sketch maps; unopened in 
original card covers, rubbed, creased on spine, minor wear to foot of spine.
An uncommon biography of Andrée. This copy belonged to William H. 
Littlewood, oceanographer with the Deep Freeze operations in the Weddell 
Sea in the 1950s.
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7. [Antarctic. Trade card.] ‘En l’An 2000. Une Partie d’Auto-
Traineau au Pôle Sud.’ N.p. ?Paris, n.d. c. 1900. £30
A coloured trade card from an original sketch, advertising Ch. Jux 

Confiseur-Chocolatier, slight age-toning, else VG
This humorous card depicts life at the South Pole as envisaged in the year 
2000, as two travellers make their way by motor-sledge watched by a pair 
of penguins. The card was one of many designed by Jean Marc Côté, in 
preparation for the 1900 Paris Expedition. The images appear on postcards, 
and on trade cards advertising businesses.

8. [Antarctic.] Bluntisham Books. A collection of Bluntisham Books publications, comprising all titles relating to the Heroic age of 
Exploration. Bluntisham Books, 1984-2012. £2,500
Together 23 volumes, all first editions thus except for The Wicked Mate (2001 reprint), many of the books from the library of Ann Savours Shirley with 
her ownership inscription and occasionally her bookplate, several books signed by the translators, condition either very good or with Savour’s annotations, 
inserts (including prospectuses). occasional dust-soiling or spotting to top edge of text blocks, the reproduction of Aurora Australis as issued in the original 
box with accompanying booklet by John Millard (the limitation label has been removed from the book itself).
Bluntisham Books, established by David and Sharon Walton, republished from 1984 onwards some of the less common narratives from the Heroic age 
of Antarctic exploration. Their list of publications grew to include translations of books not previously available in English, and editions of expedition 
diaries. We are proud to offer a near-complete collection of their books. The collection comprises the following titles, the asterisks indicating review 
copies from the library of Ann Savours Shirley:
Armitage, A. B. Two Years in the Antarctic (1984) * in original plain white d.-w. with MS titles
Bull, H. J. The Cruise of the ‘Antarctic’ (1984) * 
Murdoch, W. G. B From Edinburgh to the Antarctic, the Dundee Antarctic Expedition 1892-93 (1984) * in original plain white d.-w. with MS titles
Shackleton, E. Aurora Australis (1986) reproduction of the original leather-backed edition, one of 58 copies 
Shackleton, E. Aurora Australis (1986) trade edition of the preceding
Drygalski, E. von. The Southern Ice-Continent: the German South Polar Expedition aboard the Gauss 1901-1903 (1989) Copy from the library of 
translator Maurice Raraty, with his ownership inscription signed to the title-page
Bernacchi, L. C. To the South Polar Regions (1991) 
Debenham, J. (ed) The Quiet Land: the Antarctic diaries of Frank Debenham (1992) * with p/c from the editor
Filchner, W. To the Sixth Continent: the Second German South Polar Expedition (1994) * inscribed by translator William Barr
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9. Arctic Club. The Arctic Club Manual. Published for the Members. 
New York, 1906. £375
First edition. 8vo. pp. 63, [2, part title]; port. frontis. of Professor Wm. H. 
Brewer, 10 ports.; without the leaf of errata found in some copies, else very 
good in the original cloth, gilt, with loosely inserted Arctic Club Bulletin of 
Information nos. 1-4, January-April 1907.  
The Arctic Club, based in New York, originated in the 1894 expedition 
organised by Frederick A. Cook. After their return, members of the 
expedition met to celebrate their common interests, and over the years the 
membership grew. The present manual contains a list of the membership as 
of 1906, the Club constitution, ‘A Chronological list of Arctic and Antarctic 
Expeditions’ compiled by Albert Operti, and an In Memoriam section with 
portraits of recently deceased members. Unusually, this copy also contains 
some loosely inserted copies of the Club’s first four bulletins, which were 
issued semi-regularly until 1912 when the Arctic Club was absorbed by the 
Explorers Club,

10. [Arctic ephemera. Jeannette.] ‘In Winter Quarters’, ‘Leaving 
the wreck’, ‘In comfortable quarters’, ‘Arctic Sports’, ‘Moonlight in 
the Arctic Ocean’, ‘Preparing for a Journey’. Copyrighted 1882 by J. 
K. Bufford’s Sons.  £75
Six coloured cards, approx. 110 x 65 mm (the first slightly larger), showing 
scenes from the Jeannette expedition, overprinted to lower right with 
reference to “Chest-Shield”, printed advertisement for Conger’s “Chest-
Shield” undershirts to verso, several cards removed from an album with 
adhesion damage to corners (a few corners with a little loss), one card 
slightly cropped to right margin.
These Arctic scenes relate to the Jeannette expedition, news of which 
broke in 1882. Retailers would purchase copies of the card and overprint 
their own advertisement. Five of the cards contain details of the retailer E. 
A. Plummer & Co., Lewiston, Me., the other has details for Robinson & 
Gramon, Bellows Falls, Vt.

Béchervaise, J. Arctic and Antarctic: the will and the way of John Riddoch Rymill (1995) *
Doorly, G. S. The Voyages of the Morning (1995) *
Taylor, G. With Scott: The Silver Lining (1997) *
Crossley, L. (ed.) Trial by Ice: the Antarctic Journals of John King Davis (1997) 
De Gerlache, A. Voyage of the Belgica: Fifteen Months in the Antarctic (1998) * signed by translator Maurice Raraty
Decleir, H. (ed.) Roald Amundsen’s Belgica Diary (1999) *
King, H. G. R., ed. The Wicked Mate: the Antarctic diary of Victor Campbell (2nd impression 2001)
Thomson, J. Elephant Island and Beyond: the Diaries of Thomas Orde Lees (2003) *
Richards, R. W. The Ross Sea Shore Party 1914-1917 (2003)
Kohl-Larsen, L. South Georgia: Gateway to Antarctica (2003) *
Charcot, J. B. Towards the South Pole Aboard the “Français” (2004) signed by the translator Maurice Raraty
Davis, J. K. With the Aurora in the Antarctic (2007)
[Shirase]. The Japanese South Polar Expedition 1910-12 – a Record of Antarctica (2011) *
Ludecke, C. & Summerhayes, C. The Third Reich in Antarctica (2012) * inscribed by Summerhayes
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11. [Arctic ephemera. Krassin.] [‘Le brise-glace “Krassine” qui 
a sauvé les naufragés du Pôle Nord (Juillet 1928)’.] Paris: Bureau 
d’Editions, c. 1928. £30
A matt sepia photographic postcard, showing the Krassin at dock, inset portraits 
of Prof. Samoilovitch and the pilot Chukhnovsky, postally unused, VG.
The ice-breaker Krassin, under the command of Rudolf Samoilovitch, took 
part in the search for Nobile after the loss of the airship Italia.

12. [Arctic ephemera. USSR.] ‘Geroi Arktiki. Prof. O. Y. Schmidt 
Nachalnik Ekspeditsii na “Chelyuskine”.’ Soyuzphoto, Moscow, 
1934. £50
A gloss b & w photographic portrait postcard of Schmidt, postally unused, 
minor marks to image
Schmidt led the Chelyuskin expedition, which attempted in 1933 a passage 
of the Northern Sea Route to the Pacific in one season. The vessel became 
beset by ice in the Chukchi Sea, and after drifting for over two months was 
crushed and sank on 13 February 1934 near Kolyuchin Island. Apart from 
one fatality, 104 people established a camp on the sea ice; all were saved by 
an impressive aerial evacuation mounted by the Soviet government.

13. [Arctic ephemera. USSR.] [‘I. D. Papanin s sobakoy 
“Veselyy” [I. D. Papanin with his dog “Merry”].’] Soyuzphoto 
[Moscow], 1938. £75
A gloss sepia photo. postcard after the original by Yakov Khalip, postally 
unused, slightly discoloured and creased.

A scene during the evacuation of the NP-1 Station, led by Papanin. The 
Russian photographer Yakov Khalip, who sailed aboard the ice-breaker 
Taymir to the rescue of Papanin and his colleague, took this image of 
Papanin and his dog.

14. [Arctic ephemera. USSR.] A postcard celebrating the return 
of the North Pole-1 expedition to Moscow, June 25, 1938. N.p., n.d. c. 
1938. £50
A gloss b&w photographic card, comprising three images, captioned to 
images and at top left in Ukrainian, verso blank, slightly soiling, minor 
creases.
The North Pole-1 expedition of 1937-8 established a floating ice-station 
manned by Ivan Papanin and three colleague, on which they spent 234 
days prior to being airlifted out. This postcard comprises three scenes: 
the expedition’s return to Moscow; a watching audience of dignitaries 
including Stalin, Voroshilov, Kalinin and Dimitrov (leader of the Bulgarian 
Communist Party); and an image of Stalin greeting the expedition chief-
navigator, Ivan Spirin.

15. [Arctic ephemera.] ‘Freeze-Em-Pickle.’ N.p. ?Chicago, n.d. c 
1900. £30
A coloured trade card, approx. 150 x 87 mm., printed to one side only 
with Arctic scenes incorporting a polar bear, icebergs, and a packet of the 
product, retailer’s name “B. Heller & Company” printed at foot, VG.
The card advertises a pickle for curing hams, bacon, etc.

16. [Arctic ephemera.] An uncaptioned Milton postcard of an Arctic 
scene. Woolstone Bros. London, n.d. c. 1910. £20
A chromolithographic postcard, approx. 14 x 8cm., showing a sailing ship 
in an Arctic scene, postally used, minor creasing to corners, a little red 
staining to margins, else good.
Milton Series no. 403. A nicely produced card, heightened in silver and 
gold.

17. [Arctic voyages.] Recent Expeditions to Eastern Polar Seas. 
1. Voyage of the Hansa and Germania. 2. Voyage of the Tegethoff. 
London & Edinburgh: T. Nelson and Sons, 1886. £45
1886 edition. Small 8vo. pp. 143; 12 wood-eng. plates, 2 maps; minor 
spotting, embrowning to endpapers, school prize bookplate to front 
pastedown, else very good in the original decorated cloth, gilt, slightly 
rubbed.
A general account of the German expedition to 
Greenland (Hansa & Germania, 1869-70) and the 
Austrian expedition to Novaya Zemlya and Franz 
Josef Land (Tegethoff, 1872-4), first issued in 1882.
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20. Barron, William. Old Whaling Days. Hull: William Andrews 
& Co.; London: Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co., Ltd., 
1895. £95
First edition. 8vo. pp. x, 211; embrowning at front and rear, else very good 
in the original cloth, gilt, a little discolouration to edges of boards.
AB 1094. The author took part in many whaling voyages into the Arctic, 
and describes also meetings with Belcher and M’Clintock during the 
Franklin searches.

18

18. Armstong, Terence. The Russians in the Arctic. Aspects of Soviet Exploration and Exploitation of the Far 
North, 1937-57. London: Methuen and Co Ltd., [1958]. £20
First edition. 8vo. pp. 182; photo. illusts., sketch maps; inkstamp of the Finnish Literary Society to title-page, else very 
good in the original cloth, in d.-w. which is a little rubbed.
An overview, with chapters on the Sedov, the Northern Sea route, peoples of the Arctic, and the Siberian Mammoth.

19. Barrington, Daines. Miscellanies.  London: J. Nichols, 1781. £1,450
First edition. 4to. pp. iv, viii, 468, 471*-477*, [469]-540, 547-557, [1, list of plates]; 2 eng. maps, 2 portraits, 5 genealogical tables; occasional mild 
browning to text, one table torn without loss, else very good in 19th c. half calf, spine gilt, rubbed, bruised to foot of spine, previous owner’s inscription 
to title-page, and subsequent owner’s bookplate to front pastedown.
By training a lawyer, Daines Barrington (1727-1800) developed interests in many disciplines and became a member of both the Royal Society and the 
Society of Antiquaries. The present work collects together several papers on a variety of topics. Of particular interest is his ‘Tracts on the Possibility of 
reaching the North Pole’, which provides an overview of 16th, 17th and 18th century Arctic explorations (pp. 1-124, it appeared as a separate edition in 
1818); and a translation of the journal of a Spanish voyage to the West Coast of North America in 1775. Miscellanies also contains Barrington’s account 
of his meetings with the young Wolfgang Mozart, who visited England at the age of 8 and gave both public and private audiences attended by Barrington; 
a portrait of Mozart prefaces this section of the book.

20
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21. Barrow, John, jun. A Visit to Iceland, by way of Tronyem, in the “Flower of Yarrow” Yacht, 
in the Summer of 1834. London: John Murray, 1835. £200
First edition. 12mo. pp. xxiv, 320; nine plates inc. title-page; some foxing to plates, contents slightly 
shaken in the original cloth, paper label to spine.
NMMC I: 858. John Barrow, the son of John Barrow of the Admiralty, travelled extensively in Europe. 
He co-founded the Hakluyt Society, and also the Alpine Club. This early work records his voyage to, and 
travels in, Iceland, with details of the people and places he visited there.

22. [Bellingshausen, F. G. von.] 1819-1821 [Pervaya russkaya 
Antarkticheskaya exspeditsiya 1819-1821 gg. i ee otchetnaya navigatsionnaya 
Karta - First Russian Antarctic Expedition 1819-1821 and her reported 
Navigational Maps].              “                 ”           [Leningrad: “Marine Transport” 
Institute], 1963. £975
First edition. 8vo. pp. 167; 2 folding maps, errata slip loosely inserted; original 
printed blue wrappers, contained as issued together with 16 folding maps in a 
cloth-backed portfolio with printed papered boards to upper and lower boards, 
rubbed, some time deaccessioned from Ohio State University with their inkstamp 
inside portfolio and deaccession labels to lower board of portfolio, “Main Stacks” 
inkstamp to final leaf of text.
Rosove 34.A1 (“Very scarce”). This scholarly edition of the charts from 
Bellingshausen’s circumnavigation was edited for publication by M. I. Belova. The 
information was taken from the original maps held in the archives of the Russian 
Hydrographic Office.

23. Borchgrevink, C. E. First on the Antarctic Continent. Being an Account of the British Antarctic 
Expedition 1898-1900. London: George Newnes, 1901. £1,250
First edition. 8vo. pp. xv, 333, 32 (pubs. cat.); photogravure port. frontis., photo. illusts., 3 folding maps; 
previous owner’s inscription to half-title, else very good in the original blue cloth, gilt, vignette in gilt and 
silver of ship to upper cover, bumped to foot of spine, partly affecting contents, very slight rubbing, still a 
bright copy.
Spence 152; Renard 155; Rosove 45.A1-a. Borchgrevink led this expedition, sponsored by George Newnes, 
on board the “Southern Cross”; Louis Bernacchi and William Colbeck were also members of the expedition. 
It was the first to establish a base on the main body of the Antarctic continent, and its scientific party became 
the first group  to winter over in Antarctica.
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24. [Borchgrevink, C. E.] [’Borchgrevink giving three cheers for 
Sir James Clark Ross on Possession Island.’] N.p., n.d. c. 1890s. £45
A photograph, reproducing Borchgrevink’s original drawing, approx. 6 x 
8”, minor fading and marking, else VG.
Borchgrevink’s drawing illustrated his article ‘Antarctic Exploration’ for 
the Strand Magazine (vol. XIII, April, 1897, p. 346). It records the moment 
that Borchgrevink, Henryk Bull and others landed on Possession Island in 
the Antarctic on 27 January, 1895, fifty-four years after James Clark Ross 
had first stepped ashore.

25. Borisov, A. Krayniy Sever (v 24 Tablitsakh) [Russian 
transliterated: Far North (in 24 Tableaux)]. Moscow & Leningrad: 
Izogiz, 1931. £150
First edition. Oblong slim 4to. pp. [i], 8 plus 24ll. of coloured illusts. 
printed to rectos only; somewhat browned, else good in the original printed 
wrappers with onlaid coloured plate, creasing to plate, recently respined 
with black cloth.
Aleksandr Borisov (1866-1934), from northern Russia, studied at the 
Imperial  Academy of Arts in St, Petersburg, and in the 1890s took part 
in several visits to the Kola Peninsula, the Barents Sea, and Novaya 
Zemlya. In 1900 he organised an Arctic expedition, wintering on Novaya 
Zemlya where he surveyed, took observations, and collected specimens. 
His paintings made during these expeditions were exhibited in Saint 
Petersburg, before being shown elsewhere in Europe, including Austria, 
Germany, France, and Britain. The present illustrated work contains an 
overview of Borisov’s life and work, selecting images from his paintings of 
the Arctic dating from the 1890s and his 1900-1 expedition.

26. [Breitfuß, Leonid.] [Ernst Herrmann.] Professor Dr. Leonid 
Breitfuß zu seinem 50 jährigen Polarforschungs-Jubiläum (1898-1948) 
und seinem 85. Geburtstag (1864-1949). Biographie mit Portrait und 
Verzeichnis des Schriften. Holzminden: Hüpke & Sohn, 1949. £50
First edition. 8vo. pp. 37; port.; very good in the original printed 
wrappers. Inscribed on front wrapper “To Brian Roberts with 
Compliments of L. Breitfuss”.
A biography of Breitfuß, published under the auspices of the Archiv für 
Polarforschung, Kiel, with an  accompanying list of his publications. 

Breitfuß took part in the 1898-1908 Russian Scientific Murman Expedition 
to the Barents Sea and Murman coast, and went on to write and research 
Polar matters.

27. Brown, R. N. Rudmose. ‘The Weddell Centenary and the 
Problems of Antarctica.’ Reprinted from The Scottish Geographical 
Magazine, vol. xxxix, July, 1923.  £25
First separate edition. pp. [172]-181; illusts.; good in the original plain 
wrappers, SPRI inkstamp and cancel to upper wrappers, ownership 
inscription of Ann Shirley.
Spence 2116 ( journal version). 

28. [Cabot.] George Parker Winship. Cabot Bibliography 
with an Introductory Essay on the Careers of the Cabots based upon 
an independent examination of the sources of information. London: 
Henry Stevens; NY: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1900. £95
First edition. 8vo. pp. lii, 180; rough-trimmed, very good in the original 
cloth, gilt, marked to upper cover, faded on spine.
A useful introduction to the Cabots, with a full bibliographical listing of 
works by and about them.

24
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29. Chapman, F. Spencer. Watkins’ Last Expedition … With an Introduction by 
Augustine Courtauld. Harmondsworth: Penguin, [1938]. £125
Penguin edition (first ed. was 1934). 8vo. pp. 310, [10, pubs. list]; b & w illusts., one sketch map; 
very good in the original wrappers, d.j., which is chipped to extremities. A presentation copy “To 
Mr & Mrs Harris - a peace offering from a Christmas guest (who got you up at 5.30 am!) With all 
good wishes F. Spencer Chapman 20 Nov. 1967.”
Cf. AB 2986. An account of the final expedition of Henry ‘Gino’ Watkins, who died during its 
course on the East Greenland coast at the age of 25. Chapman, a member of the expedition, first 
published this narrative in 1934, reissued in Penguin form 4 years later.

30. [Charcot, Jean-Baptiste.] Jean-Baptiste Charcot 1867-1936. Paris: Yacht Club de France, 1937. £500
First edition, one of 900 copies from a total issue of 950. Large 8vo. pp. 332, [1, colophon], [32, ads.]; photo. illusts., 
maps and diagrams to text; spotting to fore-edge, foxing to ads. at rear, bumped to corners, else very good in the 
original printed pictorial wrappers, slightly soiled, creased vertically on spine.
Apparently not in the AB; Spence 264; Rosove 69.A1 (“Scarce”). This memorial production celebrates the achievements 
of the pre-eminent French Polar explorer. Charcot made his name as leader of the two French Antarctic expeditions. In 
the 1920s and 1930s he undertook expeditions to the Greenland seas, initially in the search for Amundsen and others 
missing from the Italia expedition, but later for other purposes. He died aboard the Pourquoi-Pas? off Iceland in 1936. 
The present volume has become uncommon, particularly so in the original wrappers.

31

31. [Charcot, Jean-Baptiste.] Doris Dowse Todd. A personal diary kept by an English governess in Pau, Pyrenees, mentioning a lecture 
given by Charcot, and early aviators, 16 September 1911 to 16 July 1912.  £275

Small 4to. 152p. written in a clear hand (excluding blank leaves), some ll. excised at front, shaken in the original 
cloth, front hinge cracked, handbill for a performance by Suzanne Devoyod loosely inserted, related MS notes 
loosely inserted at rear.
Doris Todd worked as governess to the family of Dr. Louis Goudard in Pau, in the Pyrenees in the south of France 
(Goudard was author of Le Climat de Pau, 1902). Her diary, written continuously in her book if not daily, records 
details of the time she spent with the family and friends in and about the town. She also mentions some of the early 
aviators drawn to Pau after Wilbur Wright moved his family to the town in February 1909. She refers to Blériot 
(p. 42), and reports that “Mr Hewitson - the consul - said that people came to Pau principally for the aviation now. 
There are about 50 officers learning to pilot aeroplanes, all for war of course . . . All the best French aviators are 
here now, Védrines, Leblanc, Bellanger & others. I believe the Docteur knows Védrines & Leblanc” (p. 51). Later 
she visits “the aviation field . . . about five miles out of Pau” for a “fête d’aviation”, and sees for the first time a 
biplane (p. 91). On Tuesday 16 January 1912 she and friends go “to hear Dr. Charcot at the Palais d’Hiver. He 
is an explorer & has led two French ex. to the South Pole. He spoke of Shackleton & Scott & it was interesting. 
The Palais d’Hiver was crowded . . . Charcot is a fine looking man - handsome in the French way. There were 
about 200 magic lantern slides & at the end a few cinematograph films of the departure of the boat & various 
experiences en route . . . I think all the seats have been booked for this lecture for three weeks, so we were lucky . 
. . you should have seen the penguins in the cinematograph! they were so comical” (p. 57). She recounts Charcot’s 

story of how he and a colleague watched a seal and her pup: “He saw the sailor had a ‘petite larme [little tear]’ in the corner of his eye & he knew he was 
thinking of his children, & he himself felt a ‘petite larme’ in the corner of his in thinking of his own little ones at home, & he said the mother seal seemed 
to know that she had nothing to fear from them that day”. She concludes “I feel as though I had been to the Antarctic regions myself”  (p. 58).
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32. Cherry-Garrard, Apsley. The Worst Journey in the World 
Antarctic 1910-1913 . . . With a Foreword by George Seaver and with 
Maps redrawn by E. J. Hatch. London:  Chatto & Windus, 1965. £75
New edition. 8vo. pp. xxxix, 584; frontispiece,  4 maps; fine in the original 
blue cloth, gilt, in fine original pictorial dust-wrapper.
Spence 288; Renard 319; Rosove 71.K1 (“Uncommon”). Cherry-Garrard’s 
account of his journey with Wilson and ‘Birdie’ Bowers to collect an 
unhatched Emperor penguin egg during Scott’s last expedition went 
through many editions after the first of 1922. This 1965 edition was the 
first to appear after Cherry-Garrard’s death, and it carries a biography of 
him by George Seaver as foreword.

33. [Cigarette Cards.] Polar Exploration [First and Second series]. 
Nottingham: John Player & Sons, n.d. [1915]. £95
Complete sets of the first and second series of 25 cards each, 50 cards in 
total, each card with a different image to the recto and explanatory text to 
verso; in very good condition.
Player’s Cigarettes issued two series of cards relating to Polar exploration. 
The first series features images from both Arctic and Antarctic expeditions, 
with an emphasis on Shackleton’s 1907-9 Nimrod expedition. The second 
shows scenes from Amundsen’s and Scott’s expeditions. 

34. [Cook & Peary. Postcard.] ‘The Northpole as Summer Resort’ 
Bell, Piccard & Co., London, E.C. N.d. c. 1909. £20
A humorous matt b & w cartoon postcard, showing skiers and other 
travellers en route to the North Pole, some of them refreshing themselves 
at a small hut called “The Icicle Hotel” with a side bar titled “Cook’s 
Special”, a further hut at the North Pole itself offering views of the axis, 
postally unused, slightly rubbed else very good.
Postcard no. 509.

35. [Cook & Peary. Postcard.] ‘The First Man at the North Pole.’ 
NPCL Co., n.d. c. 1911. £20
A humorous coloured postcard from a sketch, showing a man dressed in 
a kilt and Tam o’shanter, drinking a bottle of whisky while seated on the 
‘North Pole’, postally used (Rothesay Sp. 16 11), VG.
A comical take on the Cook-Peary controversy.

36. [Cook & Peary. Postcard.] ‘A Warm Welcome at the Pole.’ 
Published by Wildt & Kray, London N. W., n.d. c. 1911. £20
A gloss embossed chromolithographic postcard, showing a couple in fur 
clothing embracing beside a white pole, surmounted by a small inset scene 
of the Arctic regions, postally used (dated Jy. 25. 11), VG.
A humorous card that probably references Cook and Peary.

37. [Cook & Peary. Postcards.] Three humorous postcards, 
relating to Cook and Peary. B.B. London, n.d. c. 1910. £50
Three humorous photo-type coloured postcards, each showing a man in 
furs near the ‘North Pole’, and captioned beneath, postally unused, slightly 
age-toned to versos.
Series no. E363. These three cards are captioned: 
‘You’ve been UP THE POLE long enough for Renown, You’ve furnished 
good proofs: now it’s time you came down.’
‘Both Peary and Cook are decidedly out of it, You were UP THE POLE 
first, there’s not the least doubt of it.’
‘To say you’ve been UP THE POLE, seems rather rough; But you have’nt 
[sic] been far up, but quite far enough.’
A small roundel to each picture attributes copyright of the image to Birn 
Bros, NY, 1910; the verso states that the card was printed in Germany.

32 33

34

35

36
37
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42. [Cook, Captain James.] ‘Captain Cook’s Cottage, Fitzroy 
Hardens, Melbourne.’ Rose Stereograph Co., Armadale, Victoria, n.d. 
c. 1930s? £5
A b & w gloss photographic postcard, postally unused, VG.
Published in the Rose Series P. 3033. Captain Cook’s parents in 1755 built 
a cottage in Great Ayton. Though Cook himself probably never lived there, 
its association with him led to its purchase by the philanthropist Russell 
Grimwade, who arranged for it to be dismantled and shipped to be rebuilt 
at Fitzroy Park, Melbourne.

43. [Cook, Captain James.]  L. Edna Walter. Captain Cook. 
London: Newnes Educational Publishing Co. Ltd., [1952]. £35
First edition. 8vo. pp. 48; illusts.; very good in the original pictorial linen 
wrappers.
Not in Beddie. Issued as book two in the “Men of Courage” series, this tells 
the life of Cook and his explorations for a young audience.

38

39

40

38. [Cook & Peary. Postcards.] Two humorous postcards relating 
to The North Pole Skating Rink. Davidson Bros., London & New York, 
n.d. c. 1910. £20

2 gloss real photo. postcards, the first postally used (one with cancel dated 
SP 4 10), the other card written but not posted, single word of one caption 
erased (probably by the sender), generally VG.
These cards, captioned ‘Hints to Skaters’, feature  a signpost for “The 
North Pole Skating Rink” as backdrop; each is additionally captioned: 
‘Easier far to skate on your feet than,… Pip, Pip!!’ and ‘Avoid flirting when 
Papa’s about!’.

39. [Cook & Peary. Trade card.] ‘Dr. Cook et Cap. E. Peary 
deux expéditions americaines au Pole Nord 1908-1909.’ N.p., n.d. c. 
1910. £15
A chromolithograph trade card for Chocolat Meurisse, approx. 105 x 68 
mm., showing an observer in the Arctic, inset portraits of Cook and Peary, 
advertising text to verso, VG.
Serie 5519:6. A reward card celebrating the Americans Cook and Peary.

40. [Cook, Frederick A.] ‘Dr. F. A. Cook Discovered North Pole, 
April 21, 1908.’ N.p., n.d. c. 1909. £25
A matt b&w photographic head and shoulders portrait postcard, postally 
unused, slightly browning/soiling to verso, else VG.
An uncommon card.

41. [Cook, Captain James.] Pierre-Edouard Lémontey. Eloge de Jacques Cook, avec des Notes, 
Discours qui a remporté le Prix d’éloquence au jugement de l’Académie de Marseilles, le 25 Août, 1789. Paris: 
L’Imprimerie Nationale, 1792. £750
First edition. 8vo. pp. [i, title-page], 86; bound with seven similar works, slight staining to prelims. of first work in the 
volume (Réflexions sur l’Éloge de Bernard de Fontenelle, 1785), in 19th c. papered boards, gilt, lettered “Mélanges” to 
spine, small chip to spine just affecting lettering.
Beddie 1972. “In the years before the French Revolution changed everything writers across Europe produced eulogies 
of Cook, praising him as a standard-bearer of the Enlightenment . . . Pierre Lemontey’s prize-winning ‘Éloge de Jacques 
Cook’ (one of twenty essays on Cook submitted to the Academy of Marseilles) followed the same theme when it 
portrayed him as ‘representing the best in a European civilization in the process of renouncing its murderous, barbaric 
practices when confronted with the native inhabitants of regions’. For Lemontey, who came from a merchant family, 
Cook’s discoveries promised a new kind of global commerce between Europe and the South Seas, based on mutual 
benefit rather than force” (Glynn Williams The Death of Captain Cook. A Hero Made and Unmade, pp. 68-9). This 
copy of Lémontey’s eulogy is bound with several other similar works, including Jean Chas’s Réflexions sur l’Éloge de 
Bernard de Fontenelle (1785) and his Réponse aux Réflexions de M. Garat (1785).

42

43
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47. [Davis, John King.] Harry O’May, ed. Wrecks in Tasmanian 
Water 1797-1950. D. E. Wilkinson, Acting Government Printer, 
Tasmania, n.d. c. 1950s. £125
?First edition. 8vo. pp. 209, v (Index); photo. illusts., one folding map 
at rear; very good in the original cloth, gilt, faded on spine, without d.j., 
library label to front pastedown (Trinity House copy). A presentation copy 
“To Captain W. R. Chaplin F.R.G.S. with best wishes from John K. Davis 
London Feb. 18th 1956”.
A guide to the wrecks of Tasmania, King Island and Macquarie Island. 
This copy was presented by John King Davis to William Robert Chapman. 
Chapman was the first member from the Australian Merchant Service on 
the board of Trinity House, from the library of which this copy derives. 
Davis captained ships for Antarctic expeditions under Shackleton and 

Mawson, and was Australia’s Commonwealth Director of Navigation from 
1920 to 1949. Reference is made in the book to S. S. Toroa, a supply ship 
for Mawson’s Antarctic expedition, which rescued the captain and crew of 
the Clyde, lost off Macquarie Island in 1911.

44 45

44. [Cook, Captain James.] The Royal Society. Reception to celebrate the 
bicentenary of the observation of the transit of Venus by Captain James Cook, R.N., F.R.S. 
3 June 1969. [London: Headley Brothers Ltd.], 1969. £25
First edition. 8vo. pp. 3-9; port.; very good in the original string-tied card wrappers, soiled to 
upper cover.
A reception hosted by the President, The Lord Blackett, with brief details of Cook’s observation, 
and a list of 12 exhibits displayed for the occasion.

45. Courtauld, Augustine. Man the Ropes. London: Hodder and Stoughton, [1957]. £35
First edition. 8vo. pp. 188; illusts.; very good in the original cloth, in original d.-w. which is a 
little browned on spine.
Courtauld’s autobiography includes details of his time with Wordie’s Spitsbergen expedition 
in 1926, and of the British Arctic Air Route Expedition 1930-1, led by Henry ‘Gino’ Watkins.

46. D’Orléans, Duc [Louis-Philippe-Robert]. A Travers la Banquise du Spitzberg au Cap Philippe 
Mai-Aout 1905. Paris: Librairie Plon, 1907. £575
First edition. 8vo. pp. [vi] + 349 + [4, indexes]; heliogravure frontispiece of the Duc d’Orléans, plate from 
photograph of the Belgica’s crew, numerous photo. illusts. to text, 10 coloured plates, 2 folding island profiles, 
2 folding coloured maps; very good in contemporary quarter morocco with original upper wrapper bound in, 
t.e.g., slightly rubbed.
Not in the AB; Holland p. 551. The Franco-Belgian scientific expedition of 1905 was sponsored by the Duc 
d’Orléans, and commanded by Gerlache de Goméry (previously captain of the Belgica in the Antarctic in 1897-
9). The expedition aimed to make oceanographic observations in the Greenland Sea and to reach as far north as 
possible. Following the East Greenland coast, they attained a new highest north (77º 38’N) and discovered new 
land, the Ile de France. Ice prevented further progress, and the Belgica returned to Ostend via Iceland. A Travers 
la Banquise contains the sponsor’s narrative of the expedition, and has now become a somewhat scarce title.

47
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48

49

48. Denucé, J. Bibliographie Antarctique. Quaritch/Orskey. 2002. £75
8vo. pp. 271; presentation inscription to flyleaf, else fine in original cloth, 
d.-w.
A facsimile reprint, limited to 50 copies, of the 1913 Brussels edition. The 
3225-entry bibliography is particularly useful for references to journal 
articles, many of them scientific.

49. Dufferin, Frederick Temple Hamilton-Temple-
Blackwood, first marquess of Dufferin and Ava (1826-1902). 
An author’s letter signed to “My dear Sigurdr”, the Icelander who 
accompanied him on his travels as described in Letters from High 
Latitudes, Dufferin Lodge, Highgate, Feb. 19, 1862.  £125
8vo. 3pp. on black-bordered stationery; slight age-toning, creased where 
folded, else very good.
Lord Dufferin’s Letters from High Latitudes described his yacht voyage 
to Iceland, Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen in 1856. The second chapter of the 
book opens “I found the Icelander awaiting my arrival here - pacing up and 
down the coffee-room like a Polar bear . . . I already feel I shall hereafter 
reckon Sigurdr . . . among the number of my best  friends”. The present 
letter, written from Dufferin’s London estate in Highgate, begins “What 
a time it is since I have heard any thing of you. I send this letter as Noah 
did his dove in the hopes of it returning to him with an olive branch. I have 
been to many places since we last heard of each other, and sometimes in the 
track of Harald Hardrada . . .  I suppose you have read Dasent’s book: what 
a grand book it is”. He signs off “Dufferin”, and then adds a note: “Our 
friends of the North Cape Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Lane returned to Norway, 
but I fear sadly shattered in health, and well-nigh broken hearted by the loss 
of their bright little Emma, who you must remember, who died in Chili of 
malignant fever a few weeks only before they started to return to England”.

50. [Dumont D’Urville, J.] A prospectus for Voyage au Pole sud et dans l’Océanie, sur les Corvettes l’Astrolabe et la Zélée, issued by 
Librairie de Gide. [Printed by A. Pihan de la Forest, imprimeur de la  Cour de cassation, rue des Noyers, 37],  n.d. c. 1844. £1,250
8vo. pp. 8; fine in self-wrappers as issused.
Not in the usual bibliographies. Dumont d’Urville’s account of the Antarctic and Pacific explorations of the Astrolabe and Zélée in 1837-1840 was 
published between 1841 and 1854, much of the work appearing posthumously. This pamphlet prospectus, issued by the Librarie de Gide, announces the 
publication of the work, with a description of the contents on the first four pages, a more analytical presentation of the contents of the narrative on pp. 
5-6, and a “Division de l’Ouvrage” on pp. 7-8. The final page also advertises the price to subscribers for the entire work, each part of which is to be sold 
separately, and the announcement that a few copies de luxe will be printed on “papier grand colombier vélin”. The publisher emphasises that appearance 
of the work will not be delayed by the death of Dumont D’Urville (in 1842), and a final note lists the parts of the work already available for purchase. 
Presumably this was not the first prospectus for the publication to appear, and there may have later versions, but this example is the first that we have seen.
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51

51. [English, Robert A. J.] Sailing Directions for Antarctica including the Off-Lying Islands 
South of Latitude 60º. H.O. no. 138. Washington, D. C.: Hydrographic Office, 1943. £250
First edition. 4to. pp. xiii, 312; numerous b & w photo. illust., 9 folding photo. panoramas, one large 
folding coloured map in pocket at rear; very good in the original white cloth, lettered in dark blue, 
browned on spine, with the 1957 Notice to Mariners Summary Sheet loosely inserted. Ownership 
inscription of W. H. Littlewood to upper cover, and with his inkstamp and the inkstamp of Operation 
Deepfreeze I Task Force 1943 to flyleaf, and with copious annotations and typed or printed inserts 
by Littlewood throughout.
Spence 424; Renard 489. “A wonderfully comprehensive and well-illustrated work, with an 
extensive preliminary chapter on Exploration, Ice Terms, Ice Navigation, Currents, Meteorology, 
Optical Phenomena, Beacons, Health and Living Conditions, Flora, Fauna and Whaling; followed 
by detailed description of the geography” (Renard). This copy belonged to William Littlewood, 
oceanographer with the Deep Freeze operations in the Weddell Sea in the 1950s. It contains 
numerous manuscript annotations, corrections and typed or printed inserts by Littlewood, who wrote 
in the Preface “Because of the numerous changes in names and the positions of the various coasts 
and lands, use this edition with caution”.

52

52. [Explorer signatures.] A single leaf from a visitors’ book, bearing the signatures of Henry M. 
Stanley, Fridtjof Nansen, Sven Hedin, and R. E. Byrd. N.p., 1886-1926. £750
A plain sheet, approx. 8 x 7”, some time extracted from a bound volume and paginated in red at upper outer 
corners, signed clearly in black ink by all four explorers at different dates, minor soiling and with slight 
smudge to Nansen’s signature, unrelated signature to verso, otherwise in very good condition.
This extraordinary sheet contains the names of some of the foremost figures in exploration during the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Henry Morton Stanley, famed for finding David Livingtone in Africa, 
subsequently crossed the continent. Fridtjof Nansen attained the highest north latitude aboard his purpose 
built ship Fram. Sven Hedin is known for his explorations of Central Asia in a series of expeditions that 
brought him renown - he was the last Swede to be ennobled. Richard E. Byrd undertook Polar expeditions 
north and south, reaching the Poles by plane. The signatures are dated “New York Dec 2d 1886”, “New 
York Jan 24 98”, “April 23d 1923” and “New York June 26, 1926” respectively.

53. Fleischmann, Max C. After Big Game in Arctic and Tropic. A Sportsman’s Note-Book of 
the Chase off Greenland and Alaska; In Africa, Norway, Spitzbergen, And the Cassair [i.e. Cassiar]. 
Cincinnati, Ohio: The Jennings and Graham Press, 1909. £1,500
First edition, one of 100 copies. Large 8vo. pp. 248; photo. illusts.; fine in the original decorative cloth, gilt, 
small snag to upper joint.
Czech Africa p. 58: “A famous American business magnate, Fleischmann had this sumptuous work privately 
printed and distributed”. The book reproduces from his journal descriptions of hunting expeditions to 
Spitsbergen via Norway, Greenland, British Columbia, and Alaska, illustrated with his own photographs. The 
book was intended for presentation by the author, and in other copies the preprinted leaf bound at the start of 
the book was completed with the author’s dedication; in this copy the leaf has not been completed. There are 
also variants of the binding, the two versions we have seen including the present version, and an ornate leather 
binding often in poor condition.
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56. [Franklin, Sir John.] ‘Some Unpublished Letters of Sir John 
Franklin, Sir John Richardson and Others written during the expeditions 
to North-west Canada for the purpose of exploration, 1819-22; and 
1825-27’ in Annual Report and Transaction No. 17 of the Women’s 
Canadian Historical Society of Toronto, 1919-1920, pp. 12-36.  £95
First edition thus. 8vo. pp. 36, 12; very good in the original card wrappers.
Not in the AB. The present pamphlet contains a transcript of letters in the 

possession of Mrs. George McVicar. The letters were written to Robert 
McVicar, chief trader with the Hudson Bay Company at the time of 
Franklin’s land expeditions. Included are letters from Franklin himself, 
George Back, John Richardson, Peter Warren Dease, and James Keith. 

57. [Franklin, Sir John.] George Mackaness. Some Private 
Correspondence of Sir John and Lady Jane Franklin (Tasmania, 1837-
1845). With an Introduction, Notes, and Commentary. Sydney: D. S. 
Ford, 1947. £125
First edition, one of 100 copies signed by Mackaness. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 126 
& 107; illusts.; very good in the original card wrappers, slightly rubbed.
These volumes collect letters written by the Franklins during Sir John’s 
governorship of Tasmania. They offer an insight into the couple’s life 
and interests at this time, as well as matters such as James Clark Ross’s 
Antarctic expedition (letters 19 and 20), which visited Hobart during the 
course of the expedition. The final letter was written by Franklin aboard 
the Erebus on the day that he departed from England for the search for a 
northwest passage.

54

54. Ford, C. Reginald. Antarctica. Leaves from a Diary kept on board an Exploring Vessel. [Erskine 
Press, 2015]. £35
Reprint of the first edition of 1906. 8vo. pp. 31; 13 illusts.; as new in the original pictorial wrappers, together with a 
12pp. biography of Ford by Crispin de Boos (publisher of this edition), several related items of ephemera printed to 
accompany this edition, all contained as issued in the original lidded box with reproduction of upper wrapper to lid.
This is a facsimile reprint of Ford’s scarce booklet, originally published by Whitecombe & Tombs in 1906. Ford’s 
account of his time on Scott’s Discovery expedition is one of very few publications by an expedition member.

55. Forster, Johann Reinhold. Geschichte der Entdeckungen und Schiffahrten im Norden. Frankfurt an 
der Oder: Carl Gottlieb Strauss, 1784. £2,950
First edition. 8vo. pp. XXIV, 446, 449-596, [2, “Berbesserungen”]; three folding maps; occasional browning to 
text, bookplate of Eric Gerald Stanley, Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor, University of Oxford, else very good 
in contemporary half vellum, pencilled title “Forster” to spine.
Sabin 25136 ; Chavanne 165; AB 5159; Howgego I.F63. “A learned account of the various expeditions for 
discovering the North-West and North-East Passages” (Sabin); “Chronicle of northern hemispheric exploration 
from antiquity to the middle of the 18th century, which includes (p. 299-596) chapters on the voyages of the 
principal seafaring countries, beginning in the 15th century (AB, which also mentions the irregular pagination 
with “447-448 omitted in numbering”). Forster (1729-1798) and his son Georg took part in Captain Cook’s second 
voyage. His overview of northern exploration first appeared in this German edition; it was published in English as 
History of the Voyages and Discoveries made in the North (1786).

56 57
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58. [Franklin, Sir John.] L. Edna Walter. John Franklin. London: 
Newnes Educational Publishing Co. Ltd., [1952]. £35
First edition. 8vo. pp. 47; illusts., one sketch map; very good in the original 
pictorial linen wrappers.
Issued as book six in the “Men of Courage” series, this tells for a young 
audience the life of Franklin and his Arctic expeditions.

59. [Franklin, John. Cigar-box label.] ‘Arctic Hero.’ N.Y.: E. 
Steffens, Litho., n.d. c. 1890s. £75
An embossed chromolithgraph cigar-box label, approx. 25 x 15 cm, 
showing a head and shoulders portrait of Sir John Franklin, flanked by 
scenes of ships in the Arctic, minor stains to margins else very good.
An elaborately produced box label incorporating Franklin’s portrait and 
scenes in the ice of his Arctic expedition ships.

60. [Franklin, Sir John.] A Goss ware miniature memorial to Sir 
John Franklin. [W. H. Goss], n.d. c. 1900. £275
A small statue on plinth, approx. height 6 1/2” (17cm.) and diameter 2” 
(5cm.), lettered to plinth “Sir John Franklin, Discoverer of the North West 
Passage, Born at Spilsby, April 1786, Died in the Arctic Regions, June 
1847”, crest of Willoughby de Eresby, retailers mark of A. W. Rippen, 
Spilsby, to base, in very good condition.
A reproduction in miniature of the memorial statue to Sir John Franklin 
in his home town of Spilsby, Lincolnshire. The usual Goss mark does not 
appear on the base. The crest of Willoughby de Eresby commemorates the 
Willoughby family, of the manor of Eresby in the parish of Spilsby.

61. [Franklin, Sir John.] A Goss ware miniature pitcher with the 
crest of Sir John Franklin. W. H. Goss, n.d. c. 1900. £95
A small china pitcher, approx. height 2 1/4” (6cm.) and diameter 1 1/4” 
(2cm.), gilded lip, crest of Sir John Franklin in colour transfer with caption 
“From a Brass in Parish Church Spilsby”, Goss’s mark to base, very good.

W. H. Goss produced small china souvenirs from his pottery in Stoke-
on-Trent for distribution in different towns around Britain. This souvenir 
pitcher features the crest of Arctic explorer Sir John Franklin, who was 
born in Spilsby.

62. [Franklin, Sir John.] A Goss ware egg cup with the crest of Sir 
John Franklin. W. H. Goss, n.d. c. 1900. £95
A china egg cup, approx. height 2” (5cm.) and diameter 1 1/2” (4cm.), 
gilded lip, crest of Sir John Franklin in colour transfer with caption “From 
a brass in parish church Spilsby”, Goss’s mark to base; slight loss of gilt to 
lip, else very good.

63. [Franklin, Sir John.] A Goss ware miniature vase with the crest 
of Sir John Franklin. W. H. Goss, n.d. c. 1900. £95
A small china vase, approx. height 2” (5cm.) and diameter 1 1/2” (4cm.), 
gilded lip, crest of Sir John Franklin in colour transfer with caption “From 
a Brass in Parish Church Spilsby”, Goss’s mark to base with additional 
caption “Model of Vase at Botanic Gardens, Southport”; slight loss of gilt 
to lip, else very good.

58

59

60

61 62 63
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65. Graham, Sir James (1792-1861). An envelope front panel, 
addressed to Oscar Clayton, and bearing the identifying signature of 
“Graham”, 8 March, 1855.  £45
Approx.  4 x 2 1/2”, penny red stamp, cancel, slightly trimmed, some time 
laid down on an album leaf and annotated beneath “Sir James Graham Bart”.
Sir James Graham gave his name to Graham Land in the Antarctic.

66. [Greely. Trade Card.] ‘Lieut. Greeley [sic] arrives at the North 
Pole.’ Boston: George H. Walker & Co., n.d. c. 1880. £195
A large chromolithographed trade card, approx. 255 x 105mm., advertising 
“Taunton Iron Works Co., Taunton, Mass. U.S.A.”, “Quaker and Quaker Jr. 
Ranges” printed at top left, captioned at right of image, advertising text to 
verso, minor creases to margins, neat repair to small closed tear at upper 
margin, else VG.
An unusually large trade card showing members of the Greely expedition 
warming themselves at a stove near the North Pole. 

64. Goodsir, Robert Anstruther. An Arctic Voyage to Baffin’s Bay and Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin. 
London: John van Voorst, 1850. £1,750
First edition. 8vo. pp. viii, 152; frontispiece and one folding map; some heavy embrowning to first and final leaves, else very good in the original cloth, 
gilt, bumped to corners.
AB 5919; Sabin 27931. The author’s brother Harry was a member of  of the Franklin expedition, and for this reason Goodsir joined the search expedition 
under Captain William Penny aboard the Advice in 1849. They reached Lancaster Sound, but ice prevented their further progress beyond Brodeur 
Peninsula. The present work contains Goodsir’s narrative of the expedition. He subsequently joined Penny’s search expedition on the Lady Franklin in 
1850-1, but did not write up his experiences in published form (though details of his sledge journey during that expedition appeared in Peter Sutherland’s 
Journal of a Voyage in Baffin’s Bay and Barrow Straits, 1852).

65

66
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67. [Greenland.] Grønland [so titled to upper cover]. Carl Stenders 
Kunstforlag, n.d. c. 1920s. £95
A leperello album of Greenlandic photographic images after originals by 
Dr. Berthelsen, John Møller, and Kaptain Bergh, comprising 10 leaves 
with eight large format images and two with six smaller portraits, each 
captioned in Danish and with photographer identified, folding into original 
card wrappers, gilt, which are sunned and soiled, with minor wear.
An attractive series of images, showing kayakers, Greenlanders, views in 
Godthaab and its harbour, and some individual portraits.

68. Hattersley-Smith, G. The History of Place-Names in the British 
Antarctic Territory. Cambridge: Published by the British Antarctic 
Survey, 1991. £125
First edition. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 350 & [iv], 351-670; 3 folding maps to pocket 
at rear of vol. II; very good in the original printed wrappers, sightly soiled, 
browned on spines, inscribed by the author on the title-page of vol. I to Ann 
Savours Shirley (“Ann with best wishes Geoffrey 19 Oct 1992) with Ann 
Savours’ ownership inscriptions and bookplates to each vol.
British Antarctic Survey Scientific Report no. 113, the final report in the 
series. A definitive guide to the subject.

69. Hobbs, William H. ‘Greenland, the Advances of a Decade 
(1921-1931).’ Reprinted from Papers of the Michigan Academy of 
Science, Arts and Letters, Vol. XVIII, 1932.  1933. £45
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 363-411; sketch maps; very good in the 
original printed wrappers. A presentation copy, inscribed to upper wrapper 
“Mr. Brian Roberts With best compliments of Wm. H. Hobbs”.
An overview of the various expeditions to Greenland during the period, and 
of their scientific findings. 

70. [Iceland. Thingvellir.]  ingvellir. N.p., n.d. c. ?1930s. £50
Oblong 8vo. Title leaf + 12 photogravures with printed captions; fine in the 
original string-tied card wrappers.
This view book of the Icelandic national park  ingvellir (anglicised as 
Thingvellir) contains stunning images of the area, identified in Icelandic 
but with a little English text on the first two images. The item seems to be 
a form of tourist brochure, but has no publication details and only one leaf 
of text (the title leaf with the single word  ingvellir.)

71. Johansen, Hjalmar. With Nansen in the North. A Record of the 
Fram Expedition in 1893-96 . . . Translated from the Norwegian by 
H.L. Braekstad.   Ward, Lock and Co Limited, 1899. £225
First edition.  8vo.  pp. viii, 351, [8, ads.]; 16 plates including two ports. 
and a map, illusts. to text; embrowning to endpapers (as usual), school 
prize bookplate to flyleaf, else very good in the original cloth, gilt, slightly 
rubbed. 
AB 8185. The author’s account of the first Fram expedition. Johansen 
accompanied Nansen on the sledge journey towards the pole, reaching 86º 
13.6’N. They wintered over on Franz Josef Land in 1895-6 before returning 
on the Windward, the ship of the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition. 

72. Jones, A. G. E. Antarctica Observed. Who Discovered the 
Antarctic Continent? Whitby: Caedmon, 1982. £20
First edition. 8vo. pp. [x], 118; maps, plates; as new in the original boards, 
in d.-w.
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73. Jones, A. G. E. The Greenland and Davis Strait Trade 1740-1865 
from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping and the Reghister of the Society of 
Merchants, Ship-Owners and Underwriters. Published by Bluntisham 
Books for the Author, [1996]. £50
First edition, one of 100 copies. Tall 4to. pp. xxxiii, 230; very good in the 
original cloth, gilt. A presentation copy from Sidney Brown to Ann Shirley, 
with her book label.
A list of British ships involved in the Northern fisheries. The book was 
published with the financial assistance of Sidney Brown, who presented 
this copy to the Polar historian Ann Savours Shirley.

74. Kane, Elisha Kent. Arctic Explorations: The Second Grinnell 
Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin, 1853, ‘54, ‘55. Phildelphia: 
Childs & Peterson, 1856. £175
First UK edition. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 464 & 467; frontis. and addn. eng. title to 
each vol., 3 maps inc. 2 folding, 18 plates; some foxing to a few plates, light 
staining to some upper margins of vol. II, else very good in the original 
cloth, gilt, overall mottling to cloth. Ownership inscription of Ann Shirley 
to flyleaf of vol. I.
AB 8373; Sabin 37001. In 1850-1 an expedition led by Lieut. Edwin de 
Haven, and sponsored by the whaling magnate Henry Grinnell, went in 
search of Sir John Franklin; Elisha Kane joined the expedition as surgeon. 
On its return Kane toured the USA, lecturing about his experiences, and 
promoting a second expedition. Grinnell once again funded it, and Kane 
with a crew of eighteen were joined by Hans Hendrik and Carl Peterson 
in Greenland. The expedition penetrated to the far north of Greenland 
and Ellesmere island, following the discovery of the Kane basin and the 
Kennedy Channel. When their ship became caught fast in the ice, Kane and 
his men abandoned her and eventually reached safety, albeit with loss of 
life. Kane died only a few years after his return from the expedition, but his 
work in the Arctic marked the beginnings of US involvement in the region. 
The present work contains his account of the expedition that he led.

75. Kane, Gen. Thomas L. Alaska and the Polar Regions. Lecture 
of Gen. Thomas L. Kane, before the American Geographical Society, 
in New York City, Thursday Evening, May 7, 1868. New York: 
Journeymen Printer’s Co-operative Association, 1868. £250
First edition. 8vo. pp. 32; very good in the original printed wrappers, 
slightly chipped to spine.

Apparently not in the AB. Thomas was the brother of the Arctic explorer 
Dr. Elisha Kane and also his literary executor. Elisha, who died in 1857,  
had accumulated material on Russian America - Alaska - with respect to its 
providing access to the Arctic and for this reason Thomas was invited to 
lecture on the subject.

76. Lambert, Gustave. L’Expédition au Pole Nord. Paris: Au Siège 
de la Societé, 1868. £150
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 134; one coloured folding map; 
contemporary roan-backed boards from the library of the Naval Officer’s 
Society, Stockholm, with inkstamp to title-page and bookplate, classmark 
to foot of spine.
AB 9632. Lambert’s article appeared in the Bulletin de la Société de 
Géographie, of which this is an offprint. Lambert proposes a French 
expedition, paid for by public subscription, to the North Pole via the 
Bering Sea. The expedition never went ahead, but his paper provides useful 
information on scientific knowledge of the day, and on opinions as to the 
different routes that could be taken.

77. [Lambert, Gustave.] ‘Le Capitaine Lambert, par Gill.’ A 
caricature of Lambert, together with a brief article about him, in a 
single issue of L’Eclipse, No. 75, 27 June 1869. [Paris: Imprimerie 
Vallée], 1869. £45
First edition. Folio. 4pp.; front page caricature of Lambert dressed in a 
Polar bear costume, eating a boule of ice-cream, unrelated wood-eng. illust. 
to final page; very frayed and creased with loss, good only.
The French artist André Gill was one of the most famous caricaturists of 
his day; his work appeared in L’Eclipse from 1868 to 1876, and his targets 
included Bismarck, Zola, Victor Hugo, Garibaldi, Charles Dickens, and 
Darwin. This satyrical image of Lambert  accompanies a brief article on 
p. 2 titled ‘Le Pole Nord’ (The North Pole) by ‘Le Cousin Jacques’, which 
equally mocks Lambert’s well-known plans to reach the North Pole - citing 
his failure to raise funds as the obstacle to him becoming ‘the Christopher 
Columbus of the ice’.
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78. [Lemström, Selim, et al.] Om den Finska Polarexpeditionen till 
Sodankylä och Kultala åren 1882-83 och 1883-84 jämte Skildringar 
från Lappland af Expeditionens medlemmar. Helsingfors: Finska 
Litteratursällskapets tryckeri, 1885. £150
First edition. 8vo. pp. [v], 173; 9 phototype plates inc. frontis., one 
chromolitho, plate; creasing to upper outer cover of frontis., else very good 
in the original printed wrappers.
Selim Lemström and his colleagues took part in these expeditions to 
northern Finland in connection with the First International Polar Year 
programme. They established stations at Sodankylä and Kultala, taking 
readings in relation to meteorology, terrestrial magnetism, and atmospheric 
electricity. The results of the expeditions were published in a series of three 
volumes (see AB 9871 for details), but they were preceded by this volume 
about the expedition with contributions by the various team members.

79. Liebig Cards. “L’Antarctique”. Liebig’s Company [Antwerp], 
n.d. [1936]. £25
A full set of 6 Liebig reward cards, each with a chromolithographed 
Antarctic scene to recto, and with accompanying descriptions to verso, text 
in French; browning to versos, else VG.
An attractive set of advertising cards, showing scenes from the Antarctic 
- icebergs in the Weddell Sea, Erebus, sea-elephants, Cape Renard, Cape 
Crozier. 

80. Liebig Cards. ‘La conquête du Pôle nord.’ [The conquest of the 
North Pole.] Liebig’s Company [Antwerp], n.d. c. 1928. £40
A full matched set of 6 Liebig and Oxo reward cards, each with a 
chromolithographed scene to recto, advert. to verso, explanatory text in 
French; VG.
The cards depict: Payer & Weyprecht; Nansen; the Duke of the Abruzzi; 
Andrée; Amundsen’s 1925 flight; Amundsen and the Norge. The set was 
issued to advertise both Liebig and its product Oxo, and this set contains 
cards from both issues.

81. Longman, William. Suggestions for the Exploration of Iceland. 
An Address delivered to the Members of the Alpine Club On April 4, 
1861. London: Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts, 1861. £350
Second edition, with a Postscript. 8vo. pp. 44; folding map frontispiece; 
very good in the original printed wrappers, recently respined.
Not in Neate. Longman, Vice-President of the Alpine Club, delivered the 
present lecture to foster interest among club members in new climbing areas 
“beyond the regions of our well-loved Alps”. He rates alpinists as the most 
suitable potential explorers of south-east Iceland by dint of their experience 
with Alpine terrain, and gives details of the as yet unatttempted peaks to be 
found there. A postscript added for this edition advises an exploration route 
suggested by “Mr. Kral Franz Siemsen, an Iceland merchant”, that takes in 
ascents of Hekla, Orœfa and Kötlugiá.

82. Lux-Lesebogen. Hudson’s Bay Company / Nomaden des 
Nordens / Admiral Byrd / Nansen / Spitzbergen. Murnau etc.: Sebastian 
Lux, n.d. c. 1950s. £45
Together 5 vols. Small 8vo. Each pp. 32, illusts., sketch maps; some age-
toning, else good in the original pictorial wrappers.
Lux-Lesebogen nos. 228, 239, 245, 357, & 380.
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84. Markham, Sir Clements R. A Life of John Davis, the 
Navigator, 1550-1605, Discoverer of Davis Straits. London: George 
Philip & Son, 1889. £75
First edition. 8vo. pp. viii, 301, [10, ads.]; illusts., maps. inc. 4 folding; 
previous owner’s inscription, else a very good copy.
Published in the series “The World’s Great Explorers and Explorations”.

85. Mawson, Douglas. Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-14. 
Scientific Reports. Series A. Volume 1. Geographical Narrative and 
Cartography. Sydney: Alfred Henry Pettifer, 1942. £275
First edition. 4to. pp. 364, [2, blanks] + CLXXIV (illusts. from photos.); 
single page coloured map, sketch maps to text, two folding maps in rear 
pocket; heavily bumped to upper outer corners affecting some pages, 
crinkling to leaves of illusts., else good in the original printed wrappers, 
which are chipped and worn on spine with a little restoration, lower joint 
partly split.
Rosove 218.A1; part of Spence 74 & Renard 1032. The publication 
of scientific reports resulting from Mawson’s Australasian Antarctic 
Expedition began in 1916, and was not completed until 1947. The leader’s 
own report, forming the first volume in the series, did not appear until 
1942, and it contains his summation of the course of the expedition and its 
scientific work, related in a spare prose suitable for this format (a popular 
account of the expedition had already appeared in 1915 as The Home of the 
Blizzard, a partly rewritten and abridged version appearing in 1930). The 
quality of production of this volume seems to have been determined by 
wartime availability, and the printed wrappers of many copies suffer from 
wear and tear - this copy has survived better than most.

86. Mill, Hugh Robert. The Record of the Royal Geographical 
Society 1830-1930. London: The Royal Geographical Society, 
[1930]. £125
First edition. pp. xvi, 288; illusts., one folding chart; spotting to endpapers, 
slight age-toning, else very good in original cloth, gilt, in original d.-w, 
which is a little rubbed and soiled, ownership inscription and book label of 
Ann Savours Shirley.
Neate M101; Yakushi M191; Spence 798; Renard 1075; Rosove 1216. 

This volume celebrates the RGS’s first one hundred years of promoting 
exploration, and contains details of discoveries and expeditions to all 
corners of the globe, with a chapter devoted to ‘The Revival of Polar 
Exploration, 1892-1905’.

83. Lyon, Captain G. F. The Private Journal of Captain G.F. Lyon, of H.M.S. Hecla, during the Recent Voyage of 
Discovery under Captain Parry [With] A Brief Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to reach Repulse Bay, through Sir 
Thomas Rowe’s “Welcome”, in His Majesty’s Ship Griper, In The Year MDCCCXXIV. London: John Murray, 1824 & 
1825. £1,250
Together 2 vols. First eds. 8vo. pp. xiv, 468 & xvi, 198, [1, List of Plates]; 7 engraved plates inc. frontis. and 1 folding map to 
first work, folding engraved map frontis., 6 engraved plates & 1 engraved diagram to second work; minor offsetting from plates 
to text, else very good in contemporary uniform half calf, raised bands to spines with gilt to compartments, lettering piece to 
one compartment, a handsome set.
AB 105530 & 10531; Sabin 42851 & 42853. Lyon accompanied the second Parry expedition in search of a North West Passage 
as captain of Hecla (1821-23; Parry commanded the Fury). His Private Journal of the voyage supplemented Parry’s own, 
official account of the voyage. The expedition proved of importance for the successful co-operation between the Europeans 
and the Eskimo encountered; indeed, by the aid of a sketch map of the area Parry discovered a potential route from one of the 
Eskimo. Lyon observed closely the habits and character traits of the different tribes of Eskimo and the Private Journal offers an 
excellent description of them. Lyon sailed with Parry again in 1824, this time to attempt a crossing of the Melville Peninsula. 
Lyon’s narrative of the voyage as far as Wager Inlet and Repulse Bay contains information about Southampton island and the 
Eskimos of the region.
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87. Mota , C. & C. Ghica. Emil Racovi   1868-1947. Bucarest: 
Editions Meridiane, 1968. £35
First edition. 8vo. pp. 72; illusts.; near-fine in the original pictorial card 
wrappers. A presentation copy from Mota  to Ann Savours.
Racovi   was a member of the Belgica expedition, and this biography, 
published in Romania but written in French, devotes a chapter to his time 
in the Antarctica.

88. Murray, George, ed. The Antarctic Manual for the Use of the 
Expedition of 1901. [Plaistow: Explorer Books], n.d. [1994]. £75
Photo-reproduction of the original edition. 8vo. pp. xvi, 586; illusts. to text, 
map on 3 folding sheets at rear; as new in the original cloth, gilt.
Rosove 235.B1. The Antarctic Manual, the conception of Clements Markham, 
was the first attempt to bring together all geographical and natural history 
information then known of the Antarctic region, for use by the National 
Antarctic Expedition led by Captain Robert F. Scott. This modern edition 
was “a photo-facsimile of the original issue”, now a rare work

89. [Mylius-Erichsen, Ludvig. Trade card.] ‘Mylius Erichsen. 
Expédition Danoise au Groënland 1906-1908.’ N.p., n.d. c. 1910. £15
A chromolithograph trade card for Chocolat Meurisse, Anvers, approx. 

105 x 69 mm., showing Eskimo before their 
tent with inset portrait of Mylius-Erichsen, 
advertising text to verso, VG.
Serie 5519:4. Mylius-Erichsen led the 
Danmark Expedition, and charted extensive 
new areas of northeast Greenland, and 
perished on his return from the region in 1907.

90. Nansen, Fridtjof. “Farthest North” Being the record of a Voyage 
of Exploration on the Ship Fram 1893-96 and of a Fifteen Month’s Sleigh 
Journey by Dr. Nansen and Lieut. Johansen with an Appendix by Otto 
Sverdrup Captain of the Fram. London: George Newnes, 1898. £175
[Second edition]. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. xv, 480 & viii; 456; one coloured plate, 
numerous plates and illusts., one folding map; tear to fold of map neatly 
repaired, some occasional foxing, else near-fine in the original highly 
decorative cloth, gilt, a.e.g.
AB 11983. Nansen’s extraordinary expedition aboard the Fram, 1893-96, 

attempted to attain the North Pole by drifting in the ice with the currents 
northwest from the New Siberian Islands across or near the pole. The 
Fram was purpose-built to withstand the grip of the ice. In the event, the 
drift carried the expedition south of the pole, and Nansen and Johansen 
attempted to reach the pole on foot. They attained a new “Farthest North”, 
and eventually made their way back to Spitsbergen, where they were 
rescued by the Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition. This second British 
edition of Nansen’s account is distinguished from the first by the finely and 
elaborately decorated binding.

91. Nansen, Fridtjof. The Waters of the North-Eastern North 
Atlantic. Investigations made during the Cruise of the Frithjof, of the 
Norwegian Royal Navy, in July 1910. Leipzig: Dr. Werner Klinkhardt, 
1913. £75
First edition. 8vo. pp. [vii], 139; diags. to text, 17 charts on 12 folding 
sheets; a little spotting, else very good in the original printed wrappers, 
which are slight creased, minor wear to extrems.
Published as a Hydrographisches Supplement to volume IV of the 
Internationalen Revue des gesamten Hydrobiologie und Hydrographie. 
Results of hydrographic observations in the seas between northern Scotland 
and Iceland.

92. [Nansen, Fridtjof.] Fridtjof Nansen. Elämäkerta ja Retket 
kirjoittanut Kainulainen. Porvoo [Finland]: Werner Söderström, 
[1896]. £50
First edition. Large slim 8vo. pp. 32; 
port. frontis., illusts. to text; very good 
in the original printed wrappers with 
map to rear wrapper, long closed tear 
to rear wrapper partly affecting map, 
else very good.
This account of Nansen’s life and 
travels was written for children by 
Herman Santeri Ingman, a Finnish 
historical writer and journalist.
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95. [Nansen.] A prospectus for the George Newnes edition of  
Nansen’s “Farthest North”, published “in 20 parts”. N.p. [?London], 
n.d. c. 1898. £75
An advertising leaf, printed to both sides, illustration to one side, small 
printed slip tipped-on with information “Orders Received by William 
Glaisher”, creased where some time folded else VG.
This leaflet advertises the second edition of Nansen’s work, published by 

George Newnes in 20 parts and issued fortnightly for sixpence. One side of 
the leaflet prints a “Reduced Facsimile of Cover”, the other contains details 
of the work, and a plaudit from “Sir George Nares, the Arctic Explorer”. 
We have found only one other example of the leaflet, listed in the John 
Johnson Collection at the Bodleian Library.

96. [Nansen.] A portrait of Nansen made from resin.  N.d. c. 
1930s? £75
A resin cast of Nansen, approx. 20 x 15 cm. (2.5 cm at its deepest), rust-
effect to surface, in very good condition.
We have not been able to discover the background to this portrait of 
Nansen, which shows him in his later years.

97. [Nansen.] Kathleen E. Innes. The Story of Nansen and 
the League of Nations. London: Friends 
Peace Committee, n.d. c. 1931. £50
First edition. 8vo. pp. 48; previous owner’s 
name to flyleaf, good in the original limp 
cloth, slightly creased and soiled.
An uncommon work which provides brief 
details of Nansen’s life and explorations 
before assessing his work with Russian 
Greek, and Armenian refugees on behalf of 
the League of Nations.
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93. [Nansen, Fridtjof.] Vexel-Obligation med Forligsfuldmagt til Den norske Creditbank [Bill of exchange 
with Conciliation Authorisation to Den norske Creditbank]. [Printed by] Halvorsen & Laresen Ld., Chr.a [Oslo], 
1913. £95
A preprinted document, completed by hand, dated 22 July 1913 and signed by various parties to the agreement, including 
Nansen; ring-punched to upper margin, minor inkstains, creased where folded.
A financial document underwriting a bill of exchange in which Nansen was involved. He, a 
solicitor (C. F. Michelet)  and one J. Christiansen all signed the document.

94. [Nansen.] Fridtjof Nansen Nordpolar-Expedition. Frankfurt a/M: Rosenblatt, n.d. c. 1890s. £850
A complete set of 4 postcards commemorating Nansen’s Farthest North expedition, printed in 
colour, forming a composite scene of the globe showing the tracks of the expedition, inset portrait 
of Nansen, vignettes of the Fram in ice, polar bear hunting, and walrus hunting; postally used 
“2 Jul 04”, addressed on the versos to the same recipient and with the letters ‘PS’ written by the 
sender to the recto margin of each card, creasing to one or two corners, light age-toning to versos, 
otherwise in VG condition.
This attractive set of cards depicts scenes from Nansen’s Fram expedition, and was designed to 
be displayed in the form of a 28 x 18 cm. image. The cards were produced after the return of the 
first Fram expedition, led by Nansen, but these examples were not used until after the return of 
the second Fram expedition under Otto Sverdrup.
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99. Nordenskiöld, A. E. Studier och Forskningar föranledda af Mina 
Resor i Höga Norden. Ett populärt vetenskapligt Behang till “Vegas 
Färd kring Asien och Europa”. Stockholm: F. & G. Beijer, [1882].
 £350
First edition, in 7 original parts bound in 5, as issued. 8vo. pp. [iv], 546, [v]-
x, 233-4 (cancel leaf); 12 maps inc. some folding; very good in the original 
printed wrappers, part 2/3 split along spine and now neatly restored.
AB 12432. Nordenskiöld’s account of the voyage of the Vega was 
followed by this collection of studies and investigations deriving from 
the expedition, described in the title as a ‘popular, scientific supplement’ 
to the main narrative. Nordenskiöld himself contributes two chapters, on 
the voyages of the Zeno brothers, and on the geological significance of 

cosmic matter fallen to earth. Chapters by A. G Nathorst, F. R. Kjellman 
and others examine botany, entomology, and art among the peoples of the 
regions visited.

100. [Nordenskiöld.] Nordostpassagen. Vid Publicistklubbens fest 
för Nordenskiöld den 30 April 1880. [Stockholm: C. E. Fritze, 1880].
 £250
First edition. Folio. pp. 24; wood-eng. portraits and illusts., one coloured 
map loosely inserted as issued; slight browning to text, else very good and 
contained as issued on string ties in the original red cloth boards, embossed, 
gitt vignette of the Vega to upper cover, slightly bumped to extremities.
This ephemeral publication records the celebrations held for Nordenskiöld 
at the National Press Club in Stockholm, on his triumphant return from the 
navigation of the north-east passage (Nordostpassagen).

101. [Nordenskiöld.] Program öfver de hufvudsakligaste 
anordningarna vid Nordenskiöldsfesten. Stockholm: Central-tryckeriet, 
1880. £95
A programme, approx. 16 x 11” (41 x 27cm.), printed in three columns to 
both sides, composite image with portraits of Nordernskiöld, Palander, the 
Vega and a sketch map route of her route; creased and folded, split to one 
fold, soiled and frayed with small ink ‘burn’ to upper panel.
This uncommon programme - Worldcat lists only a single example (in 
the Danish Royal Library) - records the celebrations for the return of the 
Vega to Stockholm on the 24th April, 1880,  following Nordenskiöld’s 
successful navigation of the north east passage. It offers brief biographies 
of Nordenskiöld and Palander before describing the scenes that greeted the 
expedition on its return. 

98 - 99

98. Nordenskiöld, A. E. Vegas Färd kring Asien och Europa jemte en historisk Återblick på föregående Resor längs gamla Verldens Nordkust. 
Stockholm: F. & G. Beijer, [1880-1]. £750
First edition, in 12 original parts bound in ten, as issued. 8vo. pp. [iv], 510, 486, [1, ad.], [v]-xvi & x (prelims. to vols.); 5 steel-engraved portraits, 10 
folding maps, numerous wood-cut illustrations; slight staining to upper outer margins of first part, else very good in the printed wrappers, largest map loose 
in part 11/12, this part with a little wear to spine with loss to foot of spine and lower hinge, previous owner’s inscription to upper wrappers.
AB 12443.  Nordenskiõld’s Vega expedition, in the years 1878-80, proved the practicability of navigating the Northeast Passage by steamship. His account 
of the expedition contains a wealth of well-illustrated information on all aspects of the undertaking, and is rendered all the more valuable for its overview 
of previous attempts at the passage. The book was first issued in parts. 
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102. [Nordenskiöld.] [Vega-Festen, Upsala.] Program för Upsala 
Studenters Karnaval vid Vega-Festen den 7 Maj 1880. Upsala: Edv. 
Berling, 1880. £95
Slim 8vo. pp. 4; somewhat frayed, good.
This is a programme for the celebrations given to Nordenskiöld by the 
students at Upsala University, 2 weeks after the return of the Vega to 
Stockholm following the navigation of the north east passage. The schedule 
lists the various regions represented in the carnival: an historical prelude 
with Columbus, Vasco da Gama and others, followed by characters from 
the Polar regions, America, Japan, China, Sri Lanka, Egypt, and Europe.

103. [Nordenskiöld.] Upsala Studentkårs fest för 
Vegasexpeditionen.  Till Ana Nordenskiöld och Anna Palander. 
Upsala: Edv. Berling, 1880. £35
8vo. pp. [4]; creased and spotted, else good in self-wrappers.
A poem, probably to be sung at the Uppsala student Vega-feast, celebrating 
the wives of Nordenskiöld and Palander. The poem was written by Algot 
Ljunggren.

104. [Nordenskiöld.] Upsala Studentkårs fest för 
Vegasexpeditionen.  Till Damerna [To the Ladies]. Upsala: Edv. 
Berling, 1880. £35
8vo. pp. [4]; creased, else VG in self-wrappers.
Another poem, as per the previous item, attributed to “J. B.”

105. [Nordenskiöld.] Upsala Studentkårs fest för 
Vegasexpeditionen.  Till Vegas Män. I. Upsala Studenters Namn. 
Upsala: Edv. Berling, 1880. £35
8vo. pp. [4]; creased, else VG in self-wrappers.
Another poem, as per the previous items, written by Tycho Tullberg.

106. [Nordenskiöld.] The Nevada Ragtown Flipflap. Extra Vega 
Fest Nummer Utgifvet I Upsala Af Tidningens Där Närvarande 
Representant Maj 7, 1880. Lösnummer säljas till förmån för Vega 
fonden. 5 cents. Upsala: Esaias Edquist, 1880. £45
8vo. pp. 4; central horizontal crease, minor age-toning else good.
This humorous leaflet purports to raise money for the ‘Vega fund’, and 
instead apologises for failing to provide the planned address to the Vega 
heroes due to the loss of the manuscript.

107. [Nordenskiöld.] Ch. Flahault. Nordenskiöld. Sa Vie et ses 
Voyages. Paris: K. Nilson, 1880. £175
First edition. 8vo. pp. [iv], 76; port. frontis. of Nordenskiöld, folding map 
showing the North Pole; very good in the original printed wrappers, royal 
inkstamp to upper wrapper, fraying with loss to spine.
An uncommon biography of the leader of the Vega expedition.

108. [Nordenskiöld.] Gustaf Retzius. Minne af A. E. Nordenskiöld. 
Inträdestal i Svenska Akademien den 20 Juni 1902. Stockholm: P. A. 
Norstedt & Söner, 1902. £50
First edition. 8vo. pp. 85; very good in later plain wrappers, which are 
chipped with a little loss.
Retzius, a Swedish anatomist and ethnologist, took a position in the Swedish 
Academy on the death of Nordenskiöld. His accession to the Academy was 
the occasion for the present memoir of Nordensköld.
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109. [Nordenskiöld.] Hj. Sjögren. Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld. 
Minnesteckning. [Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söner, 1912]. £50
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 45-100; port. frontis., illusts. to text; very 
good in the original printed wrappers, soiled, chipped with slight loss to 
lower outer corner of rear cover.
Offprint from Geologiska Föreningens i Stockholm Förhandlingar Jan. 
1912. Hjalmar Sjögren, a Swedish geologist and mineralogist, took the 
position of curator of the Swedish Museum of Natural History after the 
death of Nordenskiöld (the previous curator). The book, a ‘memory-sketch’ 
of Nordenskiöld, examines his geological interests as well as his wider 
achievements.

110. [Nordenskiöld.] När Vega Förde Sveriges Namn ut över Världen 
[When Vega carried Sweden’s name around the world]. [Stockholm: 
Centraltryckeriet, 1929]. £45
First edition. Tall 8vo. pp. 31; port. frontis., illusts.; good in the original 
printed card wrappers with string ties, some browning to margins.

A celebration of Nordenskiöld’s voyage on the Vega, with overview, 
selected illustrations, and a time-line of the expedition.

111. [Nordenskiöld.] Erik Nordenskiöld. ‘Minnen från Adolf 
Nordenskiölds Ungdom’. Offprinted from Ymer, 1930, vol. 10.2. 
[Stockholm: Centraltryckeriet, 1930]. £25
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 13-31; illusts.; very good in the original 
printed wrappers.
Memories of Nordenskiöld’s youth.

112. [Nordenskiöld.] Esko Häkli. A. E. Nordenskiöld. A Scientist 
and his Library. Helsinki: Helsinki University Library, 1980. £20
8vo. pp. 80; illusts.; previous owner’s inscription and bookplate, else near-
fine in original card wrappers.
A reprint of the author’s introduction to The A. E. Nordenskiöld Collection 
in the Helsinki University Library: Annotated Catalogue of Maps made up 
to 1800, vol. 1.
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113. Nordenskjöld, Otto . Från Eldslandet. Skildringar från den Svenska Expeditionen till Magellansländerna. Stockholm: F. A. Norstedt & 
Söners Förlag, [1898]. £1,250

First edition, complete in four original parts. 8vo. pp. [i, title-page], 254, [1, contents leaf]; 23 photo. plates, one large 
folding map (”Map of the Magellan Territories”); very good in the original printed wrappers, some fraying to extremities 
with minor loss, upper wrapper of first part nearly detached, small splits to  hinge of other parts, the map loosely inserted 
at rear of the fourth part.
In 1895, Otto Nordenskjöld led an expedition to Tierra del Fuego, with a party that included Per Dusén as botanist and Axel 
Ohlin as zoologist; Nordenskjöld himself took part as a geologist. “Our general object was to study the physical geography 
and natural history of Tierra del Fuego and of the southernmost part of the continent, and our special purpose to compare 
the natural features of those regions with the corresponding ones of Northern Europe and to bring home collections of 
sub-Antarctic forms, the subsequent study of which might stimulate the interest in Antarctic exploration” (’Notes on Tierra 
del Fuego’, The Scottish Geographical Magazine, 1897, p. 393). The expedition spent the season 1895-6  in collection 
and research, and with the permission of the Chilean and Argentine governments was able to explore both coastal and 
inland areas to a greater extent than any previous scientific expedition. Nordenskjöld himself returned alone in 1897 to 
continue his work in Southern Patagonia and the environs of Useless Bay in Tierra del Fuego, not previously visited by 
the expedition. His narrative of the expedition, the title of which translates as ‘From the Land of Fire. Sketches from the 
Swedish Expedition to the lands of Magellan’, appeared in Sweden in 1898, but was not translated into other languages. It 
was issued both in the present parts version, and in a single volume bound by the publisher. This parts issue is exceptionally 
scarce, though copies of the work in general are not common. The findings that Nordenskjöld made on this expedition 
prompted him to foster plans for an Antarctic expedition, resulting in the Swedish Antarctic expedition he led in 1901-4. 
By a curious coincidence, the Argentine naval vessel that landed the Swedish party in Tierra del Fuego in 1895 was the 
Uruguay, the same ship that rescued Nordenskjöld and his colleagues from the Antarctic at the end of 1903.
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114. Nordenskjöld, Otto et al. ‘Den svenska sydpolarexpeditionen 
1901-03.’ [Offprint] ur Ymer, Tidskrift utgifven af Svenska Sällskapet 
för Antropologi och Geografi, Årg. 1904, H. 1.  £125
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. [43]-86; 10 illusts. inc. a sketch map; good 
in the original printed wrappers, somewhat worn on spine, dust-soiled, a 
presentation copy inscribed to Lic. O. Tenow from “J. G. A.” i.e. J. G. 
Andersson.
Denucé 2311-2, 2333; Taurus 37 (“The first scientific results from 
Nordenskjold, Andersson and Larsen”). The present offprint contains 
three articles on the Swedish Antarctic Expedition: the leader Otto 
Nordenskjöld’s ‘Allmän öfversikt samt redogöreise för vinterstationen 
vid Snow Hill’; J. G. Andersson’s ‘De vetenskapliga arbetena ombord på 
Antarctic somaren 1902-03 och slädfärden till Snow Hill 1903’; and C. A. 
Larsen’s ‘Antarctics sidste fœrd’. 

115. [Nordenskjöld, Otto.] Rolf E. DuRietz. Bibliografiska 
frågor och rön kring Otto Nordenskjölds expeditioner till södra 
halfklotet 1895-1903. With a summary in English: Otto Nordenskjöld’s 
expeditions to the southern hemisphere in 1895-1903: some 
bibliographical notes. [Uppsala:] Dahlia Books, [2006]. £25
4to. pp. 66; illusts.; new in limp linen wrappers.
Vega 6. This issue of the publication Vega contains bibliographic details of 
Nordenskjold’s works concerning his expeditions to Tierra del Fuego (Från 
Eldslandet, 1898) and the Antarctic (Antarctic,1904). Both books were 
issued in parts as well as in publisher’s bindings, and DuRietz examines 
various aspects of both books, as well as publications by other expeditions 
members (Skottsberg, Andersson, and Duse).

116. [Northwest Passage.] [Franklin.] A Complete Collection of 
the English Poems which have obtained the Chancellor’s Gold Medal 
in the University of Cambridge. New and Enlarged edition. Volume 1. 
Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1859. £150
New and Enlarged Edition. 8vo. pp. xii, 351; text printed within red border 
throughout; previous owner’s inscription to flyleaf, contemporary red 
cloth, gilt, minor staining to upper board.
This volume collects Cambridge University’s Chancellor’s Gold Medal 
poems from the beginning (1813) to 1858. Among the recipients were 
Winthrop Mackworth Praed (‘Australasia’, 1823), Edward G. Bulwer-

Lytton (‘Sculpture’, 1825), and Tennyson (‘Timbuctoo’, 1829). Of note are 
two poems on the Arctic: ‘The Attempts made of late Years to Find a North-
West Passage’ by George Stovin Venables (1831), and ‘The Arctic Regions, 
and the Hopes of Discovering the Lost Adventurers’ by Frederic W. Farrar 
(1852), which took as its theme the lost expedition of Sir John Franklin. A 
second volume of prize poems appeared in 1894, collecting poems from 
1859 onwards.

117. [Norway. Bergen Railway.] Bergensbanen [translated: Bergen 
Railway] [so titled to upper wrapper]. Kristiania [Oslo]: Mittet & Co., 
Kunstforlag, n.d. c. 1900. £25
A leperello album of 20 sepia images, folding concertina-style into original 
printed wrappers with inset illust. of a steam engine to front wrapper and a 
map of the route of the railway to the rear, fold over flap and front wrapper 
with long tear (without loss), the images in fine condition.
A nicely illustrated booklet of views of the Bergen Railway in Norway, 
with images of scenes along the route including Finse, Hardangerjøklen, 
Myrdal, and the stations at Bergen and Kristiania (Oslo).

118. Palander, L. N.O.-passagen förbi Sibiriens nordkust och genom 
Beringssundet utförd under svenska ishafsexpeditionen åren 1878-79, 
Af befälhafvaren å expeditionens fartyg “Vega”. Carlskrona: Edv. 
Browall, 1879. £225
First edition. 8vo. pp. 43; extending map 
showing the track of the Vega; slightly 
shaken in the original printed wrappers, 
which are chipped and frayed with loss to 
lower left corner of upper cover.
Not in the AB. This is an uncommon report 
of the successful navigation of the North 
East Passage by Louis Palander, the captain 
of the Vega. The text is dated 12 September, 
1879, Yokohama, and it was prepared for 
publication as an appendix to the Tidskrift i 
Sjöväsendet. 
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120. Payer, Julius. Die österreichisch-ungarische Nordpol-
Expedition in den Jahren 1872-1874, nebst einer Skizze der zweiten 
deutschen Nordpol-Expedition 1869-1870 und der Polar-Expedition 
von 1871. Wien: Alfred Hölder, 1876. £175
First edition. 8vo. pp. cvi, [i], 696; port. frontis.; numerous wood-engs. 
inc. some full-page; minor finger-soiling, ink stain to upper edge of text 
block slightly affecting upper margins at rear, inner hinges strengthened 
(?), overall very good in the original pictorial cloth, expertly restored to 
extremities.
AB 13204. Payer and Karl Weyprecht led the Austrian Arctic Expedition, 
which aimed to explore the Northeast Passage, and to approach the North 
Pole. The expedition ship Tegethoff sailed from Norway to Novaya 
Zemlya, where she  became stuck in ice. A series of sledging journeys and, 
the subsequent discovery and detailed exploration of Franz Josef Land, 
compensated for the eventual loss of the ship. The expedition returned to 
Novaya Zemlya by sledge and boat, just before supplies ran out.

121. [Peary, Robert E.] Ezra Read. The North Pole, Descriptive 
Piece. W. Paxton & Co. Ltd., n.d. c. 1910. £95
Folio. pp. 7, [1, ads.]; sheet music in original wrappers with sepia lithograph 
illust. to upper wrapper, partly split on spine, else in very good condition.
This sheet music by the Edwardian composer Ezra Read celebrates the 
attainment of the pole, and features on its upper cover an image of Peary in 
an icy landscape with expedition sledges to the background. The music has 
subsections such as ‘On the Arctic Ship Rouseveldt [sic]’, ‘The Journey on 
the Dog Sledges’, and ‘Planting the American Flag at the Pole’.

122. [Peary. Jigsaw puzzle.] ‘Commander R.E. Peary. C.E. United 
States Navy’. [London: Raphael Tuck & Sons], n.d. c. 1910. £125
A coloured jigsaw puzzle with a portrait of Peary taken from the original 
painting by A. Operti, slight loss to one margin section, one piece creased, 
else in very good condition, contained in the original glassine wrapper 
which has been torn in opening and the original Tuck fastening label 
largely removed.
One of Tuck’s Penny Jig-saw Puzzles. This image appears also on postcards 
issued by Tuck at this period. 

119. Parry, William Edward. Narrative of an Attempt to reach the North Pole, in Boats fitted for the Purpose, 
and attached to His Majesty’s Ship Hecla, in the Year MDCCCXXVII. London: John Murray, 1828. £1,500
First edition. 4to. pp. xxii, [i], 229; frontis. and three steel-eng. plates, two maps, one large folding map at rear; a fresh  
clean copy in contemporary full calf, gilt decorated spine, lower joint slightly cracked but still firm, chipped with slight 
loss to head of spine, still a handsome copy.
AB 13146; Books on Ice 2.9. Parry’s fourth, and final, expedition used sledge-boats to attempt to reach the North Pole 
via Spitsbergen. The sledging teams attained a new highest north, of 82º 45’N, a latitude not surpassed until the Nares 
expedition of 1875-6. Among those who joined Parry were James Clark Ross, and Francis Crozier, both of whom were 
later to undertake an expedition to the Antarctic (Crozier also took part in Franklin’s ill-fated expedition as captain of 
the Terror).
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124. [Photograph album.] A personal photograph album recording 
holidays to the Alps, Scandinavia, Holland and Ireland in the years 
1936-8.  £175
Oblong 8vo. approx. 330 snapshot photographs, many captioned by 
hand, seven hand-drawn vignettes of mountains, two large hand-drawn 
panoramas from the Eggishorn and the Schynige Platte accompanying 
handmade photographic panoramas of the same; contained in the original 
plain black rexine album.
This anonymous album contains snapshots taken on holidays to the Alps 
in July-August 1936 and March 1937, a tour of Sweden and Spitsbergen 
in July-August 1937, a visit to Holland in April 1938, and to Ireland in 
September that same year. The Scandinavian photographs illustrate a 
journey from Stockholm to Lake Torneträsk in Swedish Lapland (20 
images record the local people and landscape), to Trömso via North Cape 
to Spitsbergen (68 snapshots show Kings Bay, Magdalena Bay - where the 
compiler went ashore - Fowl Bay, and Red Bay), returning to Stockholm. 

123. [Photograph Album. Greenland & Iceland.] Iceland Greenland 1945-46 [so titled to upper cover].  £750
A personal photograph album relating to Thomas W. Hopkins of the US Air Force, containing 324 photographs and 25 postcards, the photographs approx. 
7 x 4 cm or 9 x 13 cm, a few smaller in size, occasional annotations to rear of photographs, the postcards mostly posted from Iceland;  leaves on which 
the photograph mounted a little brittle with some occasional marginal tears, the photographs and postcards themselves in good order, overall very good in 
limp leather boards, tooled lettering to upper board.
This album contains photographs taken, and postcards sent, by Thomas Hopkins while on service at the end of the Second World War and shortly 
afterwards. Some of the images show the ground- and aerial-views of the airforce base on Greenland at which Hopkins was presumbaly stationed. Others 
show Hopkins and others during excursions in Greenland and Iceland, with views of glaciers, mountains, geysers, and similar. Hopkins seems to have 
got to know some of the Greenlanders near the base, and there are images of them at work and play, including photographs of kayakers and children. The 
album relates to the development during and after WWII of a network of airbases and weather stations in Greenland. Hopkins seems to have been based in 
the south - several of his photographs show Tunugdliarfik Fjord - and the majority of his photographs show Greenland (236, including some colour images 
of snow effects). He also spent time in Iceland, and the postcards all relate to this part of his service (several were sent to his family in Houston, Texas).

124
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125. Ponting, Herbert G. The Epic of the South Pole. The 
Kinematograph Record of Captain Scott’s Last Antarctic Expedition. 
The Story of a Great Adventure . . . Souvenir. [J. &. B. Dodsworth, 
Ltd., Printers, Clerkenwell], n.d. c. 1930. £250
8vo. pp. 20; photo. illusts.; one sketch map; contemporary ownership 
inscription to inside upper wrapper, annotations to pp. 8-9, good in the 

original pictorial wrappers, which are age-toned with abrasion to upper 
wrapper with minor loss, chip with slight loss to lower wrapper, contained 
in contemporary plain brown wrappers.
Spence 929; Renard 1242 (“very scarce”). This souvenir programme for a 
screening of Ponting’s film was issued by the British Empire Film Institute, 
founded in 1926. The Institute’s council,which included Rear-Admiral E. 
R. G. R. Evans, a member of Scott’s expediiton, selected Ponting’s record 
as the first film to be acquired for the “National Gallery of British films” 
(front wrapper). The film was screened at the Royal Albert Hall on February 
26th, 1929, and presumably this souvenir relates to a later screening of the 
film, perhaps at the Institute itself.

126. Rabot, Charles. Un Été au-desus du Cercle polaire. Le 
Rösvand. Le Kjeringtind. Le Svartisen. Le Sarjektjåkko. Le Sulitjelma. 
Le Jokulfjeld. Paris: Georges Chamerot, 1882. £150
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 50; wood-eng. illusts. after photographs by 
Rabot inc. several full-page; very good in the original printed wrappers, 
previous owner’s inkstamp to upper wrappers, chipped with a little loss 
to spine.
An offprint from the Annuaire du Club Alpin Français, vol. 8, 1881. The 
author’s account of ascents made in the far north of Scandinavia. 

127. Ross, Sir John. Explanation and Answer to Mr. John Braithwaite’s Supplement to Captain Sir John Ross’s Narrative of a Second Voyage 
in the Victory, in Search of a North-West Passage. London: A.W. Webster, n.d. [1835]. £1,750
First edition. 4to. pp. 8; slight foxing to contents, else very good in the original printed wrappers, a few minor creases.
AB 14862. Ross was a keen proponent of steam-power in exploration. In 1829, he set off on the paddle-steamer Victory in search of a North West Passage, 
but the failure of the boilers compromised the expedition. Ross’s narrative of the voyage (1835) contained criticisms of the boilers used on board the ship; 
these prompted a rejoinder by one of the patentees, John Braithwaite. The present very scarce pamphlet offers Ross’s own point-by-point refutation of 
Braithwaite’s charges, and can be seen as an adjunct to Ross’s official narrative.
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128. Ross, Sir James Clark. A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern and Antarctic Regions, during the Years 1839-43. London: 
John Murray, 1847. £10,000
First edition. 8vo. 2 vols. pp. lii, [i], 366 & [v]-x, [i], 447, 16 (ads.); 8 litho. plates inc. one folding, wood-eng. vignettes to chapter fly-titles and 
occasionally to text, 8 charts and maps inc. 3 folding; slight marginal age-toning, else very good in contemporary half calf, gilt, expertly restored to head 
of spines. A presentation copy from the author, inscribed to vol. I: “C. J. Beverly Esq. With the warm regard of his old friend and messmate J. C. Ross”.
Denucé 2467; Spence 993; Renard 1328; Rosove 276.A1.d (“Scarce”). An important work of Antarctic exploration: Ross’s expedition was the first 
officially to sight the Antarctic continent. Incorporating a scientific programme that included the establishment of observation stations around the southern 
hemisphere, the expedition also sailed three times into Antarctic waters, making a circumnavigation of the continent. Ross spent some time writing his 
narrative, which was printed in a run of 1500 or so copies. This copy bears an additional Polar association, since the recipient, C. J. Beverly, served with 
Ross on the 1818 expedition in search of the North West Passage led by John Ross, uncle of James. Charles James Beverly (1792-1866) joined the Arctic 
expedition as Assistant Surgeon, but was badly affected by snow blindness. He subsequently was appointed Medical Superintendent of Bethnal Green 
Asylum where, with John Warburton, he made improvements to the welfare of the patients, including the provision of a library. An unusual explorer-to-
explorer association copy.

129. [Ross, James Clark.] Ships Erebus and Terror. Extracts from the 
Despatch of Captain James Ross, from Van Diemen’s land, Showing the 
Nature and Extent of the Discoveries Made in a High Southern Latitude 
by Her Majesty’s Ships Erebus and Terror. Ordered, by the House of 
Commons, to be Printed, 6 September 1841. £5,750
First edition. Folio. pp. 3, [1, docket title]; one large folding track map; 
library class-mark to verso of first leaf, else very good, bound with seven 
unrelated Parliamentary works, many with folding plates; ex-libris Bath Public 
Reference Library with their accession numbers to each work, ex dono Alfred 
Jones of Bath with bookplate to front pastedown, contemporary half calf with 
leather lettering pieces (“Parliamentary Papers”, “Scientific Subjects”), minor 
wear to extremities.
Spence 992; Renard 1325; Rosove 275.A1. “This is the first report of the first 
season’s stupendous geographical discoveries, composed of extracts  from 
Ross’s dispatch sent from Australia, 7 April 1841, upon the expedition’s return 
from the Ross Sea. The report was prepared 28 August 1841, printed on 6 
September 1841, and presented to the House of Commons the following day. 
How many copies of this remarkable publication were printed is uncertain; 
Edward Sabine, who prepared the expedition’s reports on magnetism and was 
a friend and supporter of Ross, himself purchased thirty. Certainly very few are 
extant today” (Rosove).
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130. Ross, James Clark (1800-1862). Captain James Clark Ross 
R.N. F.R.S. F.R.A.S. F.L.S. &c. Discoverer of the North Magnetic 
Pole. London: Colnaghi & Company, 1835. £775
A fine mezzotint portrait of Ross, engraved by R. M. Hodgetts after J. B. 
Wildman’s original, image size approx. 8 1/2 x 10 1/2” (215 x 265mm), 
overall size 12 x 15” (305 x 380mm), light tide-mark partially affecting 
image, else in very good condition, the mezzotint itself a fine dark impression.
This heroic portrait of Ross commemorates his discovery of the North 
Magnetic Pole on 31st May, 1831. Ross had joined the Arctic expedition 
led by his uncle Sir John Ross in search of a North West Passage, during 
the years 1829 to 1833. The expedition had considerable success, not least 
Ross’s discovery of the Magnetic Pole, then at the Boothia Peninsula. 
Ross went on to lead an equally successful expedition of his own to the 
Antarctic, during the course of which the first official sighting of the 
Antarctic continent was made.

131. [Ross, James Clark (1800-1862).] A portrait of James Clark 
Ross after an original by Negelen, J. Graf, Printer to her Majesty, n.d. 
after 1837. £475
A lithographic head and shoulders portrait of Ross, on india paper, india 
paper size approx. 11 x 14”  (280 x 360 mm), full plate size 12 1/2 x 
17” (320 x 430mm), printed signatures of artist and sitter below image; 
abrasion and other marks to upper right of image, small indentations to 
lower half of portrait, creased and torn to margins of plate outside the india 
paper, substantial repair to paper at upper right of plate just touching corner 
of india paper, good.
This rare portrait of Ross was published, to judge from other examples of 
the printer’s lithographs, sometime between the years 1838-1859; Ross’s 
relative youth in the portrait suggests a date towards the start of this period, 
possibly just following his return from the Antarctic. 

132. Ross, James Clark (1800-1862). A carte de visite portrait of 
Ross. London: Maull & Polyblank, n.d. c. 1860. £175
A full-length portrait carte de visite, printed details of studio to verso, 
identified in pencil to verso, VG.
A portrait of the Polar explorer James Clark Ross, who discovered the 
Northern Magnetic Pole in 1831 during the Arctic expedition led by his 
uncle John Ross, and who himself led the Antarctic expedition of 1839-42.

133. [Russian Polar Expedition 1900-1903.] Elof Jäderholm. 
Die Hydroiden des Sibirischen Eismeeres, gesammelt von der 
Russischen Polar-Expedition, 1900-1903. St. Petersburg, 1908. £50
First edition. 4to. pp. [iv], 28; three litho. plates of specimens, each with 
facing explanatory leaf; very good in the original printed wrappers, a little 
wear to extremities, age-toning to margins of wrappers. Inscribed on the 
front wrapper from the author to Carl Fransson.
Part 12, vol. I of the Résultats Scientifiques de l’Expedition Polaire Russe 
en 1900-1903, sous la direction du Baron E. Toll.

134. [Scott, Captain R. F.] With Captain Scott at the South Pole. 
Fry’s Pure Cocoa, n.d. c. 1912. £275
A complete set (25) of Fry’s chocolate reward cards, each card approx. 36 x 
65mm., captioned and with explanatory text to verso, minor soiling to one 
or two backs, else VG.
Fry’s Cocoa were one of the sponsors of Scott’s last Antarctic expedition, 
and the company issued various trade cards to capitalise on this. The 
present complete set of cards comprises coloured portraits and scenes 
from the expedition, based on original sketches. This set appears for sale 
infrequently, by comparison with other sets such as those by John Player.
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136. [Scott, Captain Robert F.] Captain Scott. London: Raphael 
Tuck & Sons Ltd., n.d. c. 1940s. £35
First edition. 16mo (approx. 60 x 90mm.). pp. 32; 6 illusts.; staples rusted, 
central leaves loose, else good in the original pictorial wrappers, rubbed.
Issued in “Tuck’s Better Little Books” series, this brief life of Scott was 
published during the Second World War and was intended for use in air-raid 
shelters, hence its small size. 

137. [Scott, Captain Robert F.] The People’s Tribute to the Heroes 
of the Antarctic. Penny Contribution to the Lord Mayor’s Fund. N.p., 
n.d. [c. 1913]. £175
First edition. Small oblong 8vo. pp. [8] including wrappers; staple rusted, 
marginal tear to lower edges, else very good  in original printed wrappers 
with a photographic image of the Terra Nova amid the ice to the upper 
wrapper.
Not in the usual bibliographies. A printed message on the rear wrapper from 
David Burnett, Lord Mayor of London, reads: “To the Editor of the ‘Daily 
Express’. Sir,- I have heard, with the greatest satisfaction, the excellent 
idea of the ‘Daily Express’ to raise a penny collection for the Mansion 
House Fund, thus enabling even the humblest of us to participate in the 
realization of Captain Scott’s pathetic appeal to his fellow countrymen” 
(dated February 14th, 1913). The contents comprise a brief review of the 
South Pole party’s demise, a sketch map of their route, a 2pp. transcript 
of Scott’s “Last Message”, portraits of the 5 men and brief biographies of 
each.

135. [Scott, Captain Robert F. Postcards.] Seven Postcards of Capt. Scott’s South Pole Expedition. By Herbert G. Ponting. Series 2 [seven 
postcards, with their original envelope]. Fine Art Society [London], n.d. [1913]. £575
Six matt monochrome photographic postcards after the originals by  H. G. Ponting, and one further textual postcard quoting from Scott’s diaries, postally 
unused and in very good condition, with the original printed brown envelope, which is worn and chipped to extremities, sellotape stain to one margin.
Wharton 2nd ed. KA-8 to 14. This is a complete set of the second series of postcards issued by the Fine Art Society. Six of the cards use images from 
photographs by Herbert Ponting, the expedition photographer; they include two of penguins, a self-portrait by Ponting, ‘A meal on the march’ (showing 
Scott, Wilson, Bowers and Evans in their tent), the Terra Nova, and Osman, one of the sledging dogs. The original envelope, in which the cards were sold, 
usually was discarded after purchase.
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138. [Scott, Captain Robert F.] A crested china statue of Scott. 
N.p., n.d. c. 1915. £125
A china statue, approx. 6” high (15cm.), comprising a figure of Captain 
Scott on a plinth captioned in gilt with his name, crest of Blackpool to base, 
in very good condition.

Crested china was produced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries for the souvenir market. Each piece bore the crest of a different 
town in which the item was sold. This small statue of Captain Scott bears 
the crest of the town of Blackpool.

139. Scott, J. M. The Cold Lands. London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 
1939. £45
First edition. 8vo. pp. viii, 88; illusts. from photos.; minor spotting, else 
very good in the original cloth, in d.-w.,which is soiled and frayed with 
loss to extrems.
Spence 1045; not in other bibliographies. An introductory book for young 
readers, with photographs taken from Scott’s Antarctic, and Gino Watkins’ 
Arctic, expeditions.

140. [Shackleton, Ernest H. Postcard.] ‘E. H. Shackleton C.V.O.’ 
N.p,, n.d. c. 1909. £35
A matt black and white photograph portrait postcard of Shackleton, postally 
unused, slight spotting to verso.
Wharton GA-1. This portrait of Shackleton, from a photograph by 
Beresford, shows him at the time of the British Antarctic Expedition. The 
postcard was one of a series of 12, probably issued for sale on the Nimrod 
when she was on display after her return on the Thames Embankment.

141. [Shackleton, Ernest H. Postcards.] The British Antarctic Expedition 1907-9 Set 1 [Set 2]. N.p., n.d. c. 1909. £675
Twelve matt b & w photographic postcards, postally unused, though with slight spotting to versos and two dated in ink Dec. 6th 1909, the first six with the 
original printed envelope in which they were issued, the envelope rather worn with loss and browning to edges, adhesion mark to verso.
Wharton GA-1 to 12. On its return from the Antarctic, Shackleton’s BAE issued two sets of postcards illustrated with photographs from the expedition. 
The present is a complete set, the first six cards with their original envelope
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142. [Shackleton, Ernest H.] ‘Speeches at the Unveiling of the 
Shackleton Memorial.’ Reprinted from The Geographical Journal, vol. 
LXXIX no. 3, March 1932.  £50
8vo. pp. [161]-167; photo. frontis. of the Shackleton memorial, minor stains 
else near-fine in the original printed wrappers, with, loosely inserted, a 3pp. 
leaflet announcing the institution of the fund, originally issued c. 1923.
After Shackleton’s death on the Quest expedition in 1922, a meeting 
at London’s Mansion House on May 8th, 1923 was held at which “a 
Committee was constituted with the object of promoting a National 
Memorial to Sir Ernest Shackleton.” The fund resulted in the dedication 
of a statue to Shackleton on the north wall of the Royal Geographical 
Society. The unveiling took place on the 9th January, 1932, and among 
those present were Shackleton’s long-time supporter Hugh Robert Mill, 
and the Marquess of Zetland. Transcriptions of the speeches given at the 
unveiling were printed in the Society’s Journal, and the present item offers 
an offprinted version of this article, together with the original leaflet of 
1923 which announced the inception of the fund.

143. [Shackleton.] Stanley Newman, ed. Shackleton’s Lieutenant. 
The Nimrod Diary of A. L. A. Mackintosh British Antarctic Expedition 
1907-09. Auckland, etc.: Polar Publications, [1990]. £50
First edition. 8vo. pp. 144; illusts., maps; fine in orig. cloth, d.j. 
Renard 966; Rosove 208.A1. Mackintosh was Second Officer on 
Shackleton’s Nimrod expedition, and this is the first publication of his diary 
from that expedition. He later joined the Ross Sea party of Shackleton’s 
Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition of 1914-17, but died in an attempt to 
reach safety on the Antartctic ice in 1916.

144. Sim, George. From England to Iceland. A Summer Trip to the 
Arctic Circle. Bradford: Henry Gasgarth; London: Hamilton Adams, 
n.d. [1886]. £175
Small 8vo. pp. xii, 120; 8 wood-eng. plates; very good in the original 
pictorial boards, chipped to extremities, a little stained on front board.
Sim travelled from Leith to Iceland aboard S.S. Camoens (illustrated on 
the rear cover). The ship stopped at Westmann’s Islands before arriving at 
Reykjavik, from where Sim and other passengers rode by pony to some of 
the notable sites. The book is relatively uncommon.

145. Smith, Michael. An Unsung Hero. Tom Crean - Antarctic 
Survivor. Cork: The Collins Press, 2000. £175
First edition. Square 8vo. pp. 341; illusts., sketch maps; very good in the 
original cloth, dust-wrapper, a little soiled. Signed by the author to the title-
page, and with the bookplate and ownership inscription of Polar historian 
Ann Shirley (”Dulwich College Shackleton Exhibition January 2001”).
The first biography of Crean, a member of Scott’s and Shackleton’s 
Antarctic expeditions. The Irish edition preceded the UK and other editions.

146. Smith, R. Angus. To Iceland in a Yacht. Privately Printed by 
Edmonston & Douglas, Edinburgh, May 1873. £375
First edition. 8vo. pp. ix, 153; frontis. and 10 autotype plates, 2 folding 
plans; one plate sometime loose with minor soiling to margins (now 
reinserted), previous owner’s bookplate, else very good in the original 
cloth, gilt. A presentation copy from the author, inscribed “To Dr. Samuel 
Ferguson with kind regards R. Angus Smith a merely private book not 
published”.
An account of a voyage from Scotland to Iceland aboard the Nyanza, with 
a company that included her owner James Young and four of his children, 
Agnes Livingstone (daughter of the explorer David Livingstone), and the 
writer.

147. Sobral, José M. Dos Años entre los Hielos 1901-1903. Buenos 
Aires: J. Tragant y Cia, 1903. £375
First edition. Royal 8vo. pp. 365; illusts., 2 full-page maps; small stamp of 
the Asociación Antártica Argentina to prelims., else very good in half calf 
with original wrappers retained, gilt, in very good 
condition.
Denucé 2341; Rosove 314. José Maria Sobral 
was an Argentine member of Nordensjöld’s 
Swedish Antarctic Expedition, and therefore the 
first Argentine to overwinter in the Antarctic. His 
account of the expedition, published in Buenos 
Aires, rarely comes on to the market, and has not to 
date been translated.
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149. Stefánsson, Vilhjlámur. Unsolved Mysteries of the Arctic. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939. £125
Reprint (1st ed. 1938). 8vo. p. [xviii], 381; 4 sketch maps; good in the 
original cloth, which is a little faded on the spine. A presentation copy, 
inscribed on the flyleaf: “To Sandy Glen, an American copy slightly in 
advance of the slightly improved London edition, from his friend Vilhjlámur 
Stefánsson New York March 5 1939”.
AB 16873. Stefánsson discusses five Arctic ‘mysteries’, including the fate 
of John Franklin, of Thomas Simpson, and ‘How did Andrée die?’. This 
copy was presented by the author to Alexander Richard ‘Sandy’ Glen, who 
led the Oxford University Arctic Expeditions of 1933 and 1935-6.

150. Swan, Robert & Roger Mear. In the Footsteps of Scott, 
Antarctic Expedition 1984-6 [Sponsorship prospectus and Publicity 
Pack].  £50
Together two vols. 4to. First item: 100ll., printed to rectos only; a few 
anonymous annotations at front, minor finger-soiling, else very good in the 
original ring-bound wrappers; second item: four newsletters, pp. [4], [4], 
[4], & 14, bound with 6 postcards, one press photograph, a folding map, 
and four order forms for merchandise, book, etc., in printed card wrappers 
with plastic strip to spine.
Swan and Mear, together with Gareth Wood, in 1985-6 made the longest 
unassisted march to reach the South Pole. The first  document here was 

designed “to illustrate the scope, nature and ambition of the Expedition 
and to provide Company publicity decision-makers with an indication of 
the magnitude of the sponsorship opportunities” (Preface), and offers an 
overview of the expedition and its aims, information about sponsorship 
opportunities and details of companies already involved, and biographies 
of the two main leaders. The second item offers a sort of publicity pack, 
with newsletters, postcards, order forms, etc.

148. [Spitsbergen.] Henry Ashton Barker. Description of a View of the North Coast of Spitzbergen, Painted from Drawings taken by Lieut. 
Beechey, who accompanied the Polar Expedition in 1818; which is now exhibiting in the large Rotunda of Henry Ashton Barker’s Panorama, 
Leicester-Square. An interesting representation of the City of St. Petersburg, is open in the upper circle. London: Printed by Jas.-W. and Chas. 
Adlard, 23, Bartholomew-Close, West Smithfield, 1819. £750
8vo. pp. 12; large folding copper-engraved plate, keyed to text; small marginal repair to final leaf of text, else a very good untrimmed copy in later cloth-
backed marbled boards, leather lettering piece to upper board.
This scarce ephemeral item was sold for sixpence as a guide to the Panorama of the 1818 Polar expedition exhibited at London’s Leicester Square. The 
expedition, briefly described in the text of the booklet, was undertaken in the Dorothea and the Trent under the general command of David Buchan. 
Frederick Beechey served on the Trent under the general command of John Franklin and was later to publish an account of the expedition (A Voyage of 
Discovery towards the North Pole, 1843). The large 360 degree panorama was based on his illustrations, and is reproduced here in two sections on the 
large folding plate. It shows the ships in the ice, a surveying party to the foreground, and the view away from the ship towards Spitsbergen (Svalbard). 
The expedition was the earliest polar subject to feature in the Panorama, which was exhibited again the following year (an 1820 edition of the present 
booklet was also published).
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151. Swayne, Major H. G. C. Through the Highlands of Siberia. London: Rowland Ward, Limited, 
1904. £775
First edition. 8vo. pp. xiv, 259, [9, ads.]; illusts. from photos., one folding map, one folding plan of stalks; 
very good in the original cloth, gilt, slightly rubbed to extremities, marked to upper board, with Rowland 
Ward ‘zebra-skin’ endpapers, in the original dust-wrapper, which is neatly restored, slightly chipped.
Czech Asia p. 209.  This is a classic account of a shooting trip from Moscow across the Urals to the Altai 
Shan. The author relates his hunting experiences, largely for sheep and ibex, using Demidoff’s After Wild 
Sheep in the Altai and Mongolia as guide, but he also provides much information concerning the country 
through which he and his companion travelled.

151

152. [Tristan da Cunha.] A group of 32 letters sent from inhabitants of the island of Tristan da Cunha, to Molly Jose of the Vicarage, 
Lamberhurst, Kent, dating from 1920 to 1939.   £1,250
8vo., various paginations mainly 2pp. & 4pp. but a few longer letters, some 100pp. in all, addressed to “Mrs Jose”, “Molly Jose” or “Madam”, one letter 
incomplete, all without the original envelopes, together with i) an 8pp. summary (probably in Jose’s hand) describing the background to the letters, ii) a 
letter and envelope sent to Jose from Victoria Forester on Buckingham Palace letterhead and dated 25 Nov. ‘35, thanking her for sending the Queen letters 
from “two women in Tristan da Cunha”, iii) a single issue of the Tristan da Cunha News Letter for 1932, and two magazine cuttings.
In 1919 Mary Jose, who with her husband and children lived at the Vicarage in Lamberhurst, Kent, responded to an appeal in The Times “to send things to 
the Islanders [of Tristan da Cunha] as for the first time for 2 or 3 years a ship was going . . .  I did up a big parcel of things - soap, matches, needles, hair 
pins, chocolate, tea, tape, etc. - & I wrote a long letter & addressed it to ‘An Inhabitant of T. da C.’ I enclosed an addressed envelope & papers & said I 
should so like to get a letter”. The resulting correspondence continued for the next 20 years, with Mary Jose sending gifts to the Islanders, and they replying 
and occasionally sending back gifts of their own. The present collection comprises some of the letters received by Jose in those years, written by members 
of the small Tristan community - Mrs. R. F. Glass and her children Clement, Mary and Lillian, Frances Repetto (descended from an Italian shipwrecked 
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154. [Trybom, Filip, Swedish zoologist.] A collection of calling 
cards and similar items, presented to the Swedish Zoologist F. 
Trybom.  £125
Together 58 calling cards, varying in size, occasionally with a brief note 
from the donor, plus 8 other miscellaneous items (invitations, menus, 
tickets), mainly in very good condition though with occasional creases.
Arvid Filip Trybom (1850-1913) was a Swedish zoologist who took part in 
several major expeditions, including A. E. Nordenskiöld’s 1876 expedition 
to the Yenisei river. This collection of calling cards reveals the wide 
network of contacts he made in Sweden and abroad. The names on the 
card include Erich von Drygalski, German geographer and Polar explorer; 
Frans Kjellman (two different cards), Swedish botanist and member of the 
Vega Expedition under Nordenskiöld 1878-80; Herman Sandeberg, with 
whom Trybom made an expedition to the Kola Peninsula in 1877; Andreas 
Hovgaard, Lieutenant in the Danish Navy who in 1882-3 led the Dijmphna 
Expedition to the Kara Sea; Yngve Sjöstedt, the Swedish naturalist who led 
expeditions to East Africa; and two examples of Trybom’s own calling card. 
The other miscellaneous items include a ticket to the Zoological Society of 
London for 1907, made out to Trybom and signed by the secretary, and 
an ‘At Home’ invitation to Trybom from Hugh R. Mill, adviser to several 
British Polar expeditions (and a supporter of Ernest Shackleton).

on the island), Mr and Mrs Arthur Rogers, and their daughter Martha Rogers. The correspondence gives an idea of the hardships faced on this small island 
in the heart of the South Atlantic, and speaks of the difficulties faced when potato harvests failed, when the weather closed in, or when supplies ran short. 
Infrequent visits by passing whalers and passenger liners presented the Islanders with opportunities to write to their benefactor, and the letters contain 
descriptions of the frenzied activity that followed the call of “Sails Ho!” when a ship stove into view. Several of the writers described for Jose their forays 
to the neighbouring Inaccessible and Nightingale islands, where sea birds were gathered and fat prepared for the winter months (“the dripping & fat as 
we call it his [sic] very good for frying fish or potatoes” - letter from Martha Rogers, April 11, 1935). References appear in the letters to the research ship 
Discovery, to the Empress of France and other similar vessels, and to a Norwegian whaling factory and other Norwegian visitors, all of which put in near 
to the island for provisions and to offload mail and stores - which included on one occasion window panes sent by the King, and a gramophone from the 
Queen. The Islanders also send news of the various missionaries based on the island, with references to the one-time residence of Mr. Rogers, and to the 
contemporary stays of Mr. Pooley, Mr. Lindsey, the Rev. Partridge, and the Rev. Wilde. During the period a storehouse and hospital were constructed, the 
church expanded, several new houses built, and the population increased from c. 150 islanders to nearly 200. At some point Mary Jose sent a group of the 
letters she had received from some of the Islanders to Queen Mary, and the correspondence includes a reply sent from Buckingham Palace thanking her for 
sending them (it is not clear whether they were returned to her). The infrequency with which mail left Tristan 
da Cunha means that letters from the island are relatively scarce, and the present correspondence provides a 
fascinating insight into the lives of some of the remotest subjects of the British Empire.

153. Trollope, Anthony. How the “Mastiffs” Went to Iceland. London: Virtue & Co., Limited, 1878. £600
First edition. 4to. pp. [v], 46; map frontis., 14 uncoloured lithographs from sketches by Mrs. Hugh Blackburn, two 
mounted real photographs; foxing to map and some of the plates, small watermark affecting margins of two plates, else  
very good in the original cloth, gilt, a.e.g., slightly rubbed. Presentation bookplate to flyleaf from John Burns to Captain 
Kennedy on Castle Wemyss notepaper (slightly chipped).
Sadleir 51. Anthony Trollope joined the Mastiff, the yacht belonging to his friend John Burns (later Lord Inverclyde), 
for its voyage to Iceland. The party departed from Castle Wemyss, sailing to Reykjavik, and returning via the Faroe 
Islands. The two real photographs show the yacht, and a group portrait of the “Mastiffs” including Trollope and Burns, 
who presented this copy of the book.
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155. Wallsee, H. E. A Voyage to Iceland Spitzbergen and Norway. 
Lübeck: H. G. Rahtgens, n.d. [1898]. £125
First edition. Small 8vo. pp. 154; eng. frontis., photo. illusts., 2 folding 
maps; some water-marking to lower inner margins, else good in the original 
limp cloth gilt.
According to the lettering of the upper cover, this description of the voyage 
from Germany to Scotland, Iceland, Spitzbergen and the coast of Norway 
was “Presented by Hamburg-Amerika Linie”, presumably by way of a 
guide book for their customers. The first of the folding maps shows the 
route of ‘The Great Northern Cruise arranged by the Hamburg-Amerika 
Linie’. The book seems relatively uncommon, and we can locate only three 
copies on Worldcat.

156. Watkins, H. G. ‘The Cambridge Expedition to Edge Island.’ 
Reprinted from The Geographical Journal, vol. LXXII no. 2, August 
1928.  £35
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. [117]-143; two leaves of photo. illusts., one 
sketch map; very good in the original printed wrappers, slightly bumped to 
one corner, marked to upper wrapper. 
Watkins led this expedition to the island just east of Spitsbergen, the members 
of which included H. T. Morshead, of the 1920s Everest expeditions.

157. [Whaling.] Caution to shipmasters visting [sic] the Coasts of 
Greenland. N.p., n.d. ?1850s. £25
A bifolium, printed to first two pages on “J. Whatman” watermarked paper, 
text in two columns (Danish and English), MS insertions to second page; 
very frayed and stained with slight loss to lettering in centre of printed pages.
This document, issued by the Directors of the Royal Greenland Company in 
1850, permits the bearer “to navigate the coast of Greenland”. According to 
the MS entries, this exemption was granted to Alexander Ray (or Kay) of the 
Tay Whale Fishing Company for a ship (name indistinguishable) operating 
out of Dundee into the Davis Straits; this document would have been kept on 
board ship, to be shown to Danish inspectors in Greenlandic waters.

158. Williams, Miss Marguerite. Arctic Circle Cruise. 
Reminiscences of a Holiday among the beautiful Norwegian Fjords, 
also visiting the Lofoten Islands and the North Cape, on the Steamship 
“Montroyal” July 27th to August 19th, 1926. London: British and 
Continental Touring Club, Ltd., n.d. c. 1926. £45

?First edition. 8vo. pp. 48; frontis. and other illusts. from photos.; previous 
owner’s inscription to flyleaf, else very good in the original string-tied 
printed wrappers, a little soiled.
This unrecorded pamphlet describes the nearly 5,500 mile cruise to the 
North Cape with visits en route. The illustrations shows both views of the 
places visited and also portraits of some of the people on the cruise and 
those they saw.

159. Wright, C. S. ‘The Ross Barrier and the Mechanism of Ice 
Movement.’ Reprinted from ‘The Geographical’ Journal for March 
1925.  £45
First separate edition. 8vo. pp. 198-220; sketch map, 2 leaves of photo. 
illusts.; slightly creased in the original printed wrappers.
Not in Spence. “This paper on the Ross Barrier and the mechanism of 
ice movement is based on the Glaciological Report of Capt. Scott’s last 
Antarctic Expedition, but extends to a slight extent certain views of the 
mechanism of ice movement dealt with in that Report” (p. 198).

160. Young, George. The Mariner’s Refuge: a discourse to Seamen, 
delivered in Cliff-Lane Chapel, Whitby, on Sabbath, Aug. 5, 1810: to 
improve the melancholy fate of a part of the crew of the Aimwell of 
Whitby who were lost in the Greenland seas, May 27, 1810. Whitby: 
printed and sold by R. Rodgers, 1811. £175
First edition. 8vo. pp. 44, [2, blank]; previous owner’s inscription to title-
page, edges trimmed, minor browning, in 
recent printed wrappers.
The text of this pamphlet is taken up with 
Young’s discourse, but the advertisement leaf 
on p. 4 notes: “A Melancholy accident which 
occurred in the Greenland Seas, during the 
season of the Whale-Fishing in 1810, gave 
occasion to the following discourse. On May 
27 [1810] a boat with six men, belonging to 
the Aimwell of Whitby, was struck by a large 
whale, which they were attempting to kill, 
and was shivered to pieces ...”. George Young 
was minister of Cliff Lane Congregational 
Church from 1806 to 1848; this was his second 
published work.
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AB – Arctic Bibliography. Prepared ... under the Direction of the Arctic Institute of  North America (16 vols., Washington, D.C.:   
 Department of Defense, 1953-1975)

Beddie - M. K. Beddie Bibliography of Captain James Cook (Second ed., Sydney: Mitchell Library, 1970)

Books on Ice – David H. Stam & Deirdre C. Stam Books on Ice. British & American  Literature of Polar Exploration (New   
 York:The Grolier Club, 2005)

Chavanne - Josef Chavanne Die Literatur über die Polar-Regionen der Erde, bis 1875 (Vienna: Hölzel, 1878)

Cheren & Grainger – George Cheren and John Grainger Exploring the North Polar Regions (portrayed by postcards) (Lake   
 Worth: George Cheren, 1999)

Czech – Kenneth P. Czech An Annotated Bibliography of African Big Game Books,  1785-1950 (St. Cloud, Minn.: Land’s End   
 Press, 1999)

Czech – Kenneth P. Czech An Annotated Bibliography of Asian Big Game Hunting Books, 1780 to 1980 (St. Cloud, Minn.: Land  
 End Press,  2003)  

Denucé - J. Denucé Bibliographie Antarctique (Brussels, 1913; reprinted Orskey/Quaritch, London, 2002)

Holland - Clive Holland Arctic Exploration and Development c. 500 b.c. to 1915. An  Encyclopedia (New York & London:   
 Garland, 1994)

Howgego - R.J. Howgego Encyclopedia of Exploration (5 vols., Potts Point: Hordern House, 2003-2013)

Neate – Jill Neate Mountaineering Literature. A Bibliography of Material Published  in English (Milnthorpe: Cicerone Press;   
 Seattle: Mountainbooks, 1986)

NMMC - National Maritime Museum Catalogue of the Library. Volume One Voyages & Travel (London: HMSO, 1968)

Renard – Julien G. R. Renard Major Collections of Antarctica (Collingwood,  Australia: Gaston Renard, 1994)

Rosove - Michael R. Rosove Antarctica, 1772-1922. Freestanding Publications through 1999 [and] Additions and Corrections   
 Supplement to the Rosove Antarctic Bibliography (Santa Monica, California: Adélie Books, 2001 & 2008)

Sabin - Joseph Sabin Bibliotheca Americana: a dictionary of books relating to America, from its discovery to the present time (J.   
 Sabin & Sons, New York, 1868-1936; reprinted N. Israel, Amsterdam, 1961-2)

Sadleir – Michael Sadleir Trollope: a bibliography (London: Constable, 1928)

Spence – [Sydney A. Spence] J. J. H. & J. I. Simper, eds. Antarctic Miscellany: books, Periodicals & Maps relating to the    
 Dicovery and Exploration of Antarctica (Second ed., London, 1980)  

Taurus - The Taurus Collection. 150 Collectable Books on the Antarctic. A  Bibliography ed. Julian McKenzie. Notes by    
 Richard Kossow (The Travellers Bookshop, London, 2001)

Wharton - Marjorie Wharton, ed. Postcards of Antarctic Expeditions A Catalogue: 1898-1958 (2nd ed., Margery G. Wharton,   
 Bexhill-on-Sea, 2007)

Yakushi - Yoshio Yakushi Catalogue of Himalayan Literature (Second ed., Tokyo: Hakusuisha Publishing, 1984).
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